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Abstract: The BPS spectrum of certain N = 2 supersymmetric field theories can be de-
termined algebraically by studying the representation theory of BPS quivers. We introduce
methods based on BPS quivers to study line defects. The presence of a line defect opens
up a new BPS sector: framed BPS states can be bound to the defect. The defect can be
geometrically described in terms of laminations on a curve. To a lamination we associate
certain elements of the Leavitt path algebra of the BPS quiver and use them to compute
the framed BPS spectrum. We also provide an alternative characterization of line defects
by introducing framed BPS quivers. Using the theory of (quantum) cluster algebras, we
derive an algorithm to compute the framed BPS spectra of new defects from known ones.
Line defects are generated from a framed BPS quiver by applying certain sequences of
mutation operations. Framed BPS quivers also behave nicely under a set of “cut and join”
rules, which can be used to study how N = 2 systems with defects couple to produce more
complicated ones. We illustrate our formalism with several examples.
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1 Introduction
The physics of the BPS sector of supersymmetric field theories is deeply intertwined with
geometric and algebraic structures. The low energy description of the theory is governed by
the geometry of the moduli space of quantum vacua. Its structure is directly determined by
the amount of supersymmetry preserved. In the case ofN = 2 field theories, the constraints
imposed by supersymmetry are enough to solve completely for the Wilsonian low energy
effective action in the Coulomb branch [1]. The solution is completely encoded into a family
or Riemann surfaces Σu fibered over the moduli space of quantum vacua.
At each point in the moduli space there is a tower of BPS states, characterized by certain
parameters which depend explicitly on the neighbourhood of the moduli space one is con-
sidering, and a corresponding set of single particle Hilbert spaces Hu. Moving along the
Coulomb branch, these parameters may change and a process may become energetically
possible in which several BPS states form a bound state, or a BPS particle decays into
its elementary constituents. The locus where this can happen is called a wall of marginal
stability. Crossing a wall, a certain single particle Hilbert space may cease to have mean-
ing, since multi-particle Hilbert spaces are described by continuous representations. As
a consequence the degeneracies of BPS states, measured via the Witten indices over the
single particle Hilbert spaces, jump at walls of marginal stability since, simply put, their
corresponding Hilbert spaces are no more. This phenomenon is called wall-crossing.
These simple representation theory arguments reveal an enormously rich structure govern-
ing the behavior of BPS states in N = 2 field theories. The BPS degeneracies, and their
refined cousins such as the protected spin character, obey a universal wall-crossing formula
[2]. This formula originates in the theory of Donaldson-Thomas invariants, certain integrals
over the appropriate physical moduli spaces which model mathematically the BPS states.
In the context of N = 2 field theories, when reduced to three dimensions, it is the physical
condition that the exact quantum metric on the moduli space of vacua is hyperKa¨hler,
which means that all the massive BPS states has been accounted for and duly integrated
out to give the exact Wilsonian action [3].
The string theory engineering of these field theories provides a different and insightful
perspective on such structures. A special class of field theories, the theories of class S[g]
with g a Lie algebra of ADE type, can be obtained from the low energy limit of the effective
theory of multiple M5 branes wrapping a curve C. The most studied case correspond to g =
su(2) with only two M5 branes [4–6]. In this case the field theory moduli space is identified
with the moduli space of solutions of Hitchin equations on C. The BPS spectrum is captured
by the study of an ideal triangulation of C derived from the Hitchin system.
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A different and more algebraic perspective can be gained via the use of quivers. A BPS
quiver is a certain oriented graph whose vertices are in correspondence with elements of
a basis of charges of BPS states, while the arrows are dictated by the Dirac-Schwinger-
Zwanziger pairing between the charges [7–10]. These quivers can be obtained by studying
D-branes on Calabi-Yau threefolds; for a restricted sample of the vast literature, see [11–
15]. For theories of class S[su(2)] the nodes of the quiver are identified with the edges
of the ideal triangulation of C, while the arrows are determined by the orientation of the
triangles. Alternatively BPS quivers can be constructed using the 4d/2d correspondence of
[16]. The BPS spectrum is determined via the theory of the generalized Donaldson-Thomas
invariants associated with the quiver [2]. The wall-crossing formula is then interpreted as
a consequence of the quantum dilogarithm identities associated with the quiver. Using
the interplay between geometry and representation theory, several BPS quivers have been
constructed and their BPS spectra understood for a variety of superconformal field theories
[17–21], theories with non-simply laced gauge groups [22] and more exotic models coupled
to half-hyper multiplets [23]. Quiver methods are also useful to study higher rank theories
[9, 24, 25].
All of these structures are vastly enriched by the presence of defects. Defects are modi-
fications in the fundamental definition of a theory. From the functional perspective they
are incorporated in the Feynman path integral by integrating only over those field config-
urations which have a prescribed behavior. Similarly in canonical quantization they lead
to new Hilbert spaces of states, different from the original theory. In four dimensional
quantum field theory they can be ordered by increasing co-dimension: domain walls, sur-
face defects and line defects. In this paper we will discuss line defects in four dimensional
N = 2 quantum field theories. Line defects can be used to distinguish physically inequiv-
alent theories [26–29]. They can be conjecturally characterized by the spectrum of BPS
states which can bound them, called framed BPS states [27]. Framed BPS states have
an interesting dynamics of their own and exhibit wall crossing phenomena [27, 30]. From
the perspective of [4] line defects can be described in terms of certain lines on the curve C
[27, 32–35]. Furthermore they play an important role in connection with the geometry of
Hitchin moduli space when the theory is compactified to three dimensions [27, 36].
The purpose of this paper is to adapt the method of BPS quivers to study line defects.
We will do this in two ways. Firstly we will give a prescription to associate to a line
defect a certain series of paths on the quiver, with specific rules to evaluate the framed
BPS spectrum. Then we will introduce framed BPS quivers, which contain an extra set of
nodes connected with the nodes of the original BPS quiver via a series of rules determined
by the defect. In the first setup we devise a dictionary between the traffic rules used in
[27] to compute framed BPS spectra and appropriate objects associated with the extended
BPS quiver; here “extended” means that the BPS quiver is appropriately modified to
include the information about the boundary of the curve C. We identify these objects
with elements of a certain algebra of paths associated with the extended quiver, which is
a slight generalization of the so-called Leavitt path algebra. The results of [27] are then
reproduced by mapping elements of these algebras into specific matrix products or traces
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thereof.
Framed BPS quivers have the advantage of having clear transformations under quiver
mutations. We show that by studying the quantum cluster algebra associated with the
BPS quiver, we can compute the framed BPS spectra of certain line operators from known
ones by using certain sequences of quiver mutations. More precisely the new line defect
is identified with a new framed quiver obtained via mutations from a given one: there
exists certain sequences of mutations which leave the underlying unframed BPS quiver
invariant, while acting nontrivially on the framing and thus generating new defects. The
new framed BPS spectrum is obtained by acting with an appropriate operator obtained by
studying the action of quiver mutations on the coefficients of a cluster algebra. We will find
that line defects in supersymmetric field theories come in families, or “mutation orbits”.
This construction is based on the relation between Donaldson-Thomas theory and cluster
algebras [37, 38].
BPS quivers can also be used to construct different supersymmetric theories via graphical
manipulations on the quivers [7, 8]. Interestingly we find that a similar set of “cut and
join” rules can be applied to framed BPS quivers, corresponding to the case where the
theory is modified by the presence of a line defect. We show some examples of elementary
gluing operations acting on framed quivers obtained from surfaces with boundaries, now
defined with a line defect.
As a more “philosophical” remark: the present paper is part of a more broad project,
aiming to understand generalizations of Donaldson-Thomas theory in the presence of de-
fects. In a companion work [39] we have introduced divisor defects on Calabi-Yau three-
folds and conjectured that the appropriate moduli problem involves sheaves with a certain
parabolic structure. In simple examples, quivers make an appearance and allow to com-
pute Donaldson-Thomas type of invariants by instanton counting techniques. In this paper
we also find that ordinary Donaldson-Thomas theory for class S[g, C] theories has to be
consistently modified when including one dimensional defects. Still, a more general and
precise perspective is lacking.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we collect some generalities about su-
persymmetric field theories, their BPS quivers and their relations with Hitchin systems
and Donaldson-Thomas theory. In Section 3 we review some aspects of line defects and
introduce the necessary ingredients we will need. In Section 4 we introduce extended BPS
quivers and argue that line defects correspond to certain elements of the so-called Leavitt
path algebra associated with the extended quiver. We outline an algorithm which computes
the framed BPS spectrum from the aforementioned elements. In Section 5 we introduce
framed BPS quiver, to provide an alternative description of line defects. Framed BPS quiv-
ers transform nicely under quiver mutations; we use this fact to derive another algorithm,
which allows one to generate framed BPS spectra of new line defects from known ones.
We use various ingredients from the theory of generalized Donaldson-Thomas invariants,
namely quantum cluster algebras and quantum dilogarithm identities. Sections 6 and 7
contain several examples which we use to illustrate the formalism. Next in Section 8 we
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discuss how the formalism of framed BPS quivers can be used to construct line defects
in field theories via a series of “cut and join” quiver rules. Physically these rules can be
traced to certain operations, such as coupling or decoupling of BPS states or gauging flavor
symmetries, done when the theory is defined with a defect. We summarize our findings in
Section 9. The Appendix A contains some technical results on the shear coordinates for
triangulations with self-folded triangles.
2 N = 2 supersymmetric field theories and their BPS spectra
2.1 Generalities
In this paper we will consider N = 2 supersymmetric field theories in four dimensions.
These theories have a moduli space of vacua and we will denote with B their Coulomb
branch. The low energy Wilsonian description is encoded in a certain function F , the
prepotential, which determines the quantum metric on B. In general F is a sum of a
classical part, a perturbative one-loop term and an infinite series of instanton corrections.
At a generic point u ∈ B the theory is abelian and has a symplectic lattice of charges Γu
of rank 2r+ f , where f is the rank of the flavor symmetry group and the gauge symmetry
is broken to U(1)r. The lattice is endowed with a nondegenerate symplectic integer-valued
pairing
〈 , 〉 : Γ× Γ −→ Z . (2.1)
Flavor charges are in the radical of the symplectic pairing. Because of N = 2 super-
symmetry, the central charge operator of the supersymmetry algebra is represented by a
function
Zγ(u) : Γ −→ C , (2.2)
which depends holomorphically on u ∈ B. Supersymmetry implies that the Wilsonian low
energy theory can be described in the Coulomb branch in terms of an auxiliary family of non
compact Riemann surfaces Σu fibered over B [1]; the lattice of electric and magnetic charges
is identified with the homology group H1(Σu;Z) and the central charge is represented by
the integral of a certain differential λu, the Seiberg-Witten differential, over 1-cycles of
Σu
Zγ(u) =
1
pi
∮
γ
λu . (2.3)
The Wilsonian low energy action describes the propagating degrees of freedom which are
light near the low energy scale. The full BPS spectrum will also contain heavier massive
states. Some of these can become light at some point in the moduli space and appear in
the Wilsonian description, others will be generically integrated out. At a generic point
in the Coulomb branch, the single particle BPS Hilbert space is graded by the lattice of
charges Hu =
⊕
γ Hu,γ . The degeneracy of BPS states can be computed via the second
helicity supertrace
Ω(γ, u) =
1
2
TrHu,γ (2 J3)
2(−1)2J3 , (2.4)
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where J3 is an angular momentum generator for the spatial so(3) symmetry. Note that CPT
implies the property Ω(γ, u) = Ω(−γ, u). The above BPS degeneracy has a far reaching
generalization in the Protected Spin Character [27](
q − q−1)Ω(γ, u; q) = TrHu,γ (2 J3)(−1)2J3(−q)2J3+2I3 , (2.5)
where I3 is a su(2)R generator and q is a quantum parameter. The above indices van-
ish on long representations of the supersymmetry algebra. If we denote with H′u,γ the
Hilbert space with the half-hypermultiplet representation factored out, the Protected Spin
Character has the more compact form
Ω(γ, u; q) = TrH′u,γ (−1)2J3(−q)2J3+2I3 (2.6)
In particular for a hypermultiplet Ω(γ, u; q) = 1 while for a vector multiplet Ω(γ, u; q) =
q + 1q . The BPS degeneracy is recovered in the q −→ −1 limit.
As we move along the Coulomb branch B certain BPS states may become unstable, leave the
single particle spectrum, and join the continuum of multi-particle states . This process (and
the inverse where new states appear) is known as wall-crossing and governs the dependence
of the BPS indices on the point u ∈ B. Both Ω(γ, u) and Ω(γ, u; q) are piecewise constant
functions of u which may jump at walls of marginal stability, when a state enters or leaves
the single particle spectrum. The formation of bound states is governed by conservation
of energy, or for a BPS state by the central charge. For example, if two BPS particles γ1
and γ2 form a BPS bound state γ1 + γ2, then the binding energy is
Ebin = |Zγ1+γ2(u)| − |Zγ1(u)| − |Zγ2(u)| ≤ 0 . (2.7)
When the two central charges become aligned the binding energy vanishes. This condition
defines a wall of marginal stability
MS(γ1, γ2) = {u ∈ B | Zγ1(u) ‖ Zγ2(u)} . (2.8)
Walls of marginal stability divide the moduli space in chambers, and the jumps in the
indices are governed by the wall-crossing formula and its quantum generalization [2]. In
principle this formula allows for a computation of the full spectrum of the theory over all
the moduli space, once the spectrum is known in a chamber.
2.2 BPS quivers
The information about the BPS spectrum can be nicely packaged into a so called BPS
quiver, as reviewed in [10]. A quiver Q = (Q0,Q1) is an algebraic structure defined by a
set of nodes v ∈ Q0 and a set of arrows
(
v
a−→ w
)
∈ Q1 between the vertices v, w ∈ Q0.
We will denote by ei the trivial path of length zero at the vertex i ∈ Q0. The BPS quiver
is constructed accordingly to the following rules. At any point of the Coulomb branch B,
Zγ(u) is a complex number, which can be represented as a vector, a BPS ray, on the central
charge plane. We will assume that these vectors do not form a dense set. Assume we are
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given an integral positive basis of charges {γi} for the lattice Γ. To find such a basis we
need to fix conventions on what we call a particle and what we call an anti-particle. This
is done by dividing arbitrarily the central charge plane in two half-planes, and declaring
that one of them, call it H, contains the particle states. The set of particle states defines
a positive cone Γ+ =
⊕
i Z+ γi inside Γ. In the following we will often confuse the central
charge of a state with the actual state, and speak freely of “ordering” of the charges γi
when talking about the BPS rays. For each element of the basis {γi} we draw a node of
the quiver. Then for each pair of charges γi and γj such that 〈γi, γj〉 > 0 one draws 〈γi, γj〉
arrows i −→ j. If the pairing is negative, one draws the arrows in the opposite sense,
i ←− j. In other words the adjacency matrix of the quiver is Bij = 〈γi, γj〉. Note that
because of the antisymmetry of the pairing the resulting quiver is 2-acyclic: all the arrows
between two nodes point in the same direction and there are no arrows which start and
end at the same node. This construction is conventional and drawing the arrows with the
opposite orientation results in the opposite quiver Qop 1.
Every BPS state in a given chamber can be realized as a bound state of the particles
corresponding to the nodes of the quiver, by the assumption that these form a positive
basis. The dynamics of the BPS states is governed by a supersymmetric quantum mechan-
ics where the scalar fields are bi-fundamental Higgs fields given by the representations of
the BPS quiver. A quiver representation R is a collection of vector spaces Vv associated
with the vertices v ∈ Q0 and a collection of linear maps Ba : Vv −→ Vw for each arrow
a ∈ Q1. Each representation R is characterized by a dimension vector dimR whose ele-
ments are the dimensions of the representation spaces dimVv for all the nodes v ∈ Q0. A
distinguished set of representations are the simple ones Dv, such that Vv = C and all the
others Vw = 0. A representation of dimension dimR is associated with a state of charge
γ =
∑
i∈Q0 dimVi γi.
The supersymmetric quantum mechanics has four supercharges. Its vacua preserve all the
supercharges and therefore correspond to four dimensional BPS states. Vacua are field
configurations which obey the D-term conditions and the F-term conditions, which are
critical points of a superpotential W. Alternatively one can trade the D-term conditions
for a stability condition, at the price of modding out by complexified gauge transformations
(change of basis in the representation spaces). Ground states correspond to stable quiver
representations. The equations of motion derived from the superpotential correspond to
a set of relations 〈 ∂aW | a ∈ Q1〉 associated with the arrows of the quiver (in a more
mathematical language we regard W as a sum of cyclic monomials and we say that the
BPS quiver is a bound quiver). The notion of stability is induced by the central charge
function Zγ(u). The construction is quite generic and holds for an abelian category A, in
this case the category of bound quiver representations Rep(Q,W) (another notable example
is the category of coherent sheaves coh(X) of a smooth projective variety X). In physically
interesting situations there is typically an homomorphism from the Grothendieck group
1One can find different conventions in the literature. Any statement about a quiver can be rephrased for
the opposite quiver by appropriately changing the conventions; for example going from one quiver to the
opposite switches the mutation operators µk,± and their generalizations, to be introduced in the following.
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K(A) to the lattice of charges Γ. In our case this is the identification of the simple quiver
representations with a basis of BPS states (in the case of coh(X) the map is given by the
Chern character).
Then the function (2.2) is a stability condition, and a certain state γr described by a
representation R ∈ Rep(Q,W) is Z-stable (semi-stable) if argZγs < argZγr (argZγs ≤
argZγr) for each sub-state γs associated with a sub-representation S other than R and
zero. If the state is stable, then the moduli space
Mγ = {R ∈ Rep (Q,W) | ∂W = 0 and R is Z − stable} /
∏
i
Gl(ni,C) , (2.9)
is not empty, and its cohomology determines the spin of the BPS state (via the Lefschetz
action). In particular if Mγ is zero dimensional the state γ is an hypermultiplet, while
if it is one-dimensional it is a vector multiplet. Simple representations are automatically
stable. Physically this implies that in all the BPS chambers there are at least |Q0| stable
states.
An efficient algorithm to compute the spectrum is the mutation method [8, 9, 27]. In the
mutation method one changes the particle anti-particle assignment at the same point in
the moduli space by rotating the plane H. As one rotates the plane H across a BPS ray,
the corresponding particle leaves H while its antiparticle enters. Therefore the basis of
charges, and consequently the quiver, changes. The locus where this happens is called a
wall of second kind [2] or BPS wall [27]. Now one has to study the representation theory
of the new quiver with the new ordering for the central charges. However since no wall
of marginal stability was crossed, the BPS spectrum must be the same. The new quiver
quantum mechanics gives therefore a Seiberg-dual description of the same physics. The
algebraic operation which give rise to the new quiver is called a mutation, and if we label by
k the node corresponding to the particle which exits the H plane, in terms of the adjacency
matrix it is given by
B′ij =
{
−Bij if i = k or j = k
Bij + sgn(Bik)[Bik Bkj ]+ otherwise
, (2.10)
where we have introduce the notation [x]+ = max{0, x}. The mutation on the quiver at
node k has the effect of changing the basis of charges as follows. If the node k is the one
with the biggest phase of the central charge, that is the corresponding particle is the first
one to disappear from the H plane as this is rotated clockwise, we have the mutation µk,+
whose effect is
µk,+(γi) =
{
−γk if i = k
γi + [〈γi, γk〉]+ γk i 6= k
. (2.11)
Similarly we can rotate the plane H counterclockwise; in this case the first state to exit
the plane is the one with the smallest central charge and the basis undergoes a mutation
µk,−
µk,−(γi) =
{
−γk if i = k
γi − [〈γi, γk〉]− γk i 6= k
, (2.12)
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where [x]− = min{0, x}. These rules extend to the superpotential W, although we will not
need them for the moment. It is natural to introduce a discrete “time” variable to keep
track of a sequence of quiver mutations. The quiver at time zero t0 is the original quiver
Q(t0) = Q. After a mutation µkQ(t0) = Q(t1) where Q(t1) is the quiver with adjacency
matrix B(t1) = µk B(t0). Note that at each time ti one can choose which node to mutate
among the set Q0, which is “time independent”.
To generate the full spectrum one continues with a pi rotation of the half-plane H. Each
node at which the quiver is mutated automatically correspond to a stable representation,
since nodes are associated with simple representations, and is therefore part of the stable
spectrum. Moreover, since simple representations have no moduli, it corresponds to a
BPS hypermultiplet. Once a full pi-rotation is completed, the full particle spectrum within
the chamber will have been generated, and the anti-particle spectrum is simply the CPT
conjugate. There might be obstructions to complete the full half-rotation; this is typically
due to a higher spin state which appears as an accumulation ray in the central charge
plane. Note that we are using different conventions respect to [8, 9], whose quivers have
i
n−→ j if 〈γi, γj〉 = −n. Our conventions for the clockwise and counterclockwise mutations
µk,± are those of Section 5.2 of [27], since we are going to compare our formalism with
their results.
The order of the mutation sequence depends on the ordering of the central charges of the
BPS states corresponding to the nodes of the quiver. A randomly chosen ordering does not
necessarily correspond to a physically realized regime of the theory. In other words, there
might be kinematically determined chambers which cannot be reached dynamically. A field
theory in which any ordering of the central charge phases of the nodes is physically acces-
sible is called a complete theory. Complete theories were classified in [7] and are associated
with finite mutation type quivers; that is quivers which, upon all possible mutations, only
generate a finite number of distinct quiver topologies. These quivers are the ones arising
from an ideal triangulation of a curve, as we will explain in the next section, plus a finite
number of other cases. These are the nine cases associated with Dynkin diagrams of type
E (finite, affine and elliptic), two Derksen-Owen quivers and quivers with at most two
nodes.
2.3 BPS quivers and triangulated curves
For a large class of theories the BPS quiver can be read directly from a geometric engi-
neering of the field theory [7–9]. The field theory can be realized for example via type II
compactified on a local Calabi-Yau threefold, or as low energy description of a multiple
M5 brane configuration in M-theory. In both cases string theory provides an “internal”
description of the theory via a certain curve C, on which the threefold is fibered or the
M5 branes wrapped. Theories which arise from the low energy dynamics of multiple M5
branes wrapping a curve C are known as theories of class S [5]. They are characterized by
an ADE Lie algebra g, the curve C and eventually some extra data D associated with the
punctures of C; they are customarily denoted with S[ g, C, D] or simply S. We will consider
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theories of class S which are obtained by wrapping two M5 branes over the curve C, for
which g = su(2).
The effective theory of the M5 branes compactified on R3 × S1R ×C is a sigma model with
target a certain manifold M. This manifold is identified with the Hitchin moduli space
M. Indeed for the system to have four dimensional N = 2 supersymmetry on R3 × S1R,
the internal fields (A,ϕ) on C have to satisfy Hitchin equations
FA +R [ϕ,ϕ ] = 0 , (2.13)
∂A ϕ = 0 , (2.14)
∂A ϕ = 0 , (2.15)
with prescribed singularities along the punctures of C. The manifold M is hyperKa¨hler
and is a fibration over B whose fibers are compact tori.
The Seiberg-Witten curve Σ which describes the IR regime of the four dimensional gauge
theory is a double cover of C
Σ = {λ | det(λ− ϕ) = 0} . (2.16)
In the case g = su(2) the Seiberg-Witten differential λ is the square root of a certain mero-
morphic differential. The boundary condition on ϕ implies that the quadratic differential
λ2 has double poles at ordinary punctures which are associated to the mass parameters of
the field theory (and are indeed first order poles of the Seiberg-Witten differential whose
residue is a mass parameter) and poles of order pi = ci+2 ≥ 3 at irregular punctures. This
description provides a geometric picture for the BPS states via an ideal triangulation of
C. This triangulation is obtained by studying constant phase θ flows on C, that is curves
defined by the condition that their tangent vector ∂t obeys
λ ∂t ∈ e i θR∗ . (2.17)
For irregular punctures the flow exhibits Stokes phenomena [5, 8]. A number of Stokes
rays emanates from the singularity, dividing a neighbourhood into Stokes sectors. Solu-
tions of the Hitchin equations in those sectors differ by the appropriate Stokes factors.
These phenomena are dealt with by cutting out a small disk around the irregular puncture
and replacing it with an ideal boundary with ci marked points. Each marked point on
the new ideal boundary is a representative of a trajectory within a Stokes sector. There
are then two types of flow lines, the separating and the generic trajectories. Separating
trajectories connect a zero of λ2 with an ordinary puncture or a marked point. On the
other hand a generic trajectory have both endpoints at a ordinary puncture or at a marked
point, whose neighborhoods act as basin of attractions. There are also curves separating
two zeros of λ2; these trajectories are called finite and correspond to BPS hypermultiplets.
Generic trajectories come in families. For each family we take a representative and those
arcs determine an ideal triangulation of C. By construction, each triangle contains ex-
actly one zero of λ2. In general this triangulation allows for self-folded triangles. As the
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angle θ changes, the triangulation varies continuously until the angle corresponding to a
BPS state is reached, signaling the appearance of a finite trajectory. Crossing this angle,
the triangulation undergoes a flip. In other words flip of the triangulations detect BPS
hypermultiplets.
In summary we have a curve Cg,n,b,{ci}, or simply C, of genus g, n ordinary punctures, b
boundaries with ci, i = 1, . . . , b marked points on each boundary component. The flow
problem describes an ideal triangulation T (Cg,n,b,{ci}) or simply T , that is a collection of
curves, identified up to isotopy, mutually and self non-intersecting except at end points,
which end at the punctures or at the marked points, and finally cannot be contracted to a
puncture or to a boundary segment. The number of these curves, called arcs, is
D = 6 g − 6 + 3n+
∑
i
(ci + 3) . (2.18)
To this triangulation we can associate a BPS quiver as follows [49]. To each arc of the
triangulation which is not a boundary segment we associate a node of the quiver. The
numbers of arrows between the nodes is determined by the triangulation. To do so we
need to define the map extT (•) which acts on the arcs i of the triangulation T as follows:
if i is the internal arc of a self-folded triangle, then extT (i) is the external arc of the same
triangle; otherwise extT (i) = i. Then for each triangle 4 ∈ T which is not self-folded, we
define the D ×D integer matrix B4 whose entries are
B4ij =

+1 extT (i) and extT (j) are both sides of 4 and
extT (i) precedes extT (j) in counterclockwise order ,
−1 extT (i) and extT (j) are both sides of 4 and
extT (i) precedes extT (j) in clockwise order ,
0 otherwise .
(2.19)
Then the matrix B =
∑
4∈T B
4, where the sum is over all the non self-folded triangles, is
the adjacency matrix of the BPS quiver. Note that its entries can be 0,±1,±2. A flip of the
ideal triangulation corresponds to a mutation of the BPS quiver, signaling the appearance
of a BPS state.
We fix the conventions as in Section 7.1.1 of [5], where if the edge E precedes E′ going
counterclockwise
〈E,E′〉 = 〈γE , γE′〉 , (2.20)
and the pairing is positive. The pairing defined as such, coincides with the pairing on Γ,
and determines the arrow structure of the quiver. Other conventions are possible and used
in the literature.
From the triangulation, or equivalently the associated BPS quiver, we can read several
properties of the associated quantum field theory [7]. For example the information about
the number of flavor charges is encoded in the triangulation as
f = n+
∑
ci even
1 . (2.21)
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Triangulations which only have ordinary punctures lead to the so-called Gaiotto theories
(more precisely theories with g > 0 and regular punctures and theories with g = 0 and at
least 3 regular punctures) which are conformal in the UV. Other conformal theories are
the ADE Argyres-Douglas theories, whose BPS quiver has an element in its mutation class
equal to a Dynkin diagram of type ADE. The Argyres-Douglas theories of type Ap−5 arise
from triangulations of a sphere with a single irregular puncture of order p ≥ 7, while the
theories of type Dp−2 correspond to the sphere with an ordinary puncture and an irregular
puncture of order p. Other superconformal theories correspond to the elliptic quivers of
type E and the quiver X7 from the Derksen-Owen classification. All the other quantum
field theories arising from triangulations of a Riemann surface are asymptotically free in
the UV.
2.4 Generalized Donaldson-Thomas theory
The stable spectrum of BPS states has a very rich structure. For theories which admit a
BPS quiver, the BPS degeneracies and the wall-crossing properties of the BPS states are
elegantly encoded in the generalized Donaldson-Thomas invariants introduced by Kontse-
vich and Soibelman [2]. To the lattice of charges Γ we associate the quantum torus TΓ
generated by formal variables Xγ which obey the q-commutation relations
Xγi Xγj = q
〈γi,γj〉 Xγi+γj . (2.22)
Generalized Donaldson-Thomas invariants appear in a certain ordered product of quantum
dilogarithms. The quantum dilogarithm function is defined as
E(X) = 1 +
q1/2
q − 1 X + · · ·+
qn
2/2
(qn − 1) (qn−1 − 1) · · · (q − 1) X
n + · · · . (2.23)
We will typically use the notation E(γ) as a shorthand for E(Xγ). BPS degeneracies
are typically defined as certain integrals over the relevant moduli spaces and with an
appropriate measure. In the case of a quiver with a potential (Q,W) the appropriate
moduli space is the moduli space modA of left-modules of the path algebra A = CQ/∂W.
The path algebra is defined via the composition of paths on the quiver (the product being
zero if two arrows do not compose) modulo the relations derived from the superpotential.
Sometimes the name noncommutative Donaldson-Thomas invariants is used when the BPS
degeneracies are associated with a quiver. Donaldson-Thomas invariants Ω(γ) are weighted
Euler characteristics of these moduli spaces. In certain chambers they can be computed
explicitly via techniques of equivariant localization [40, 41]. We will not discuss these
matters in detail and refer the reader to the review [42].
Fixing a stability condition Z for A gives an ordering of the central charge phases corre-
sponding to the stable BPS states. Assume they are ordered as (γ1, · · · , γN ) with increasing
phase. In this chamber we construct the ordered product of quantum dilogarithms
E(γN )Ω(γN ) · · ·E(γ1)Ω(γ1) . (2.24)
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This is the Kontsevich-Soibelman operator of (Q,W). The BPS degeneracies, the Donaldson-
Thomas invariants, appear as exponents of the quantum dilogarithms. If the quiver has a
minimal chamber with only hypermultiplets, they are all unity. Remarkably the product
(2.24) is independent on the stability condition Z; this is the key property underlying the
wall crossing behavior of the BPS degeneracies. As we move within the Coulomb branch
B the central charges of the BPS states vary smoothly. When we cross a wall of marginal
stability the ordering of the central charge phases changes. As a consequence the ordering
of the factors and the BPS degeneracies in (2.24) change in such a way that the product is
invariant.
As an example consider the Argyres-Douglas theory A2. In this case the BPS quiver
is
γ1 • // • γ2 . (2.25)
This theory has two chambers. When argZγ1 > argZγ2 the spectrum consists only of
{γ1, γ2}. On the other hand in the chamber where argZγ2 > argZγ1 a bound state becomes
stable and the spectrum is {γ1, γ1+γ2, γ2}. The invariance of the product (2.24) is expressed
by the famous pentagon identity
E(Xγ1) E(Xγ2) = E(Xγ2) E(Xγ1+γ2) E(Xγ1) . (2.26)
The same story holds for chambers with an infinite number of states. The simplest example
is SU(2) super Yang–Mills, whose BPS quiver is
γ1 • //// • γ2 . (2.27)
The lattice Γ has rank two, and here γ1 = (2,−1), γ2 = (0, 1) such that 〈γ1, γ2〉 = +2
(our quiver is the opposite to that of [9]). To compute the spectrum we consider first
a chamber where argZγ1 > argZγ2 . In this case we apply the mutation operator µk,+
going clockwise in the central charge plane: firstly mutating at γ1 and then at γ2. In
doing this no new BPS state is generated and after a full half rotation of the plane H the
quiver goes back to itself but now written in terms of the antiparticles. This is the strong
coupling chamber. If on the other hand we consider the weak coupling chamber, where
argZγ2 > argZγ1 , we generate the weak coupling spectrum by sequences of mutations
which alternate between the nodes; one can start with µ2,+, and move clockwise in the
central charge plane, or with µ1,− and move counterclockwise. Both sequences are needed,
since the weak coupling spectrum contains a vector multiplet, which is an obstruction to
complete the full half rotation in either sense. Invariance of the product (2.24) respect to
the choice of the stability condition implies the SU(2) wall-crossing formula
E(Xγ1) E(Xγ2) = E(Xγ2) E(Xγ1+2γ2) E(X2γ1+3γ2) · · · Evect(Xγ1+γ2) · · ·
· · ·E(X3γ1+2γ2) E(X2γ1+γ2) E(Xγ1) , (2.28)
where Evect(Xγ1+γ2) = E(−q−1 Xγ1+γ2)−1 E(−q Xγ1+γ2)−1 corresponds to the W-boson in
the weak coupling chamber.
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3 Line defects
The goal of this paper is to adapt the formalism of BPS quivers to study line defects.
We will now discuss some generalities about line defects in supersymmetric field theories
following [27] and in particular the concept of framed BPS degeneracies, which correspond
to BPS states bound with the defect. For theories of class S[su(2), C] line defects can be
characterized as certain laminations on C.
3.1 Line defects and framed BPS states
We will only consider straight lines in R3,1 which can be described as point defects in space
located, say, at the origin of R3. We think of a line defect L as a way of modifying the
path integral by integrating only on those configurations which obey specified boundary
conditions on a neighborhood of the defect. Similarly the Hilbert space of the theory is
modified to HL, which now decomposes according to representations of the subalgebra of
the super-Poincare´ algebra left unbroken by the defect. As locally a neighborhood of a
straight line defect in Minkowski space is conformal to AdS2 × S2, an equivalent way of
defining a line defect is in the ultraviolet as a boundary condition of a superconformal fixed
point theory on AdS2×S2 [43, 44]. The line defects we will consider are parametrized by a
phase ζ which determines the subalgebra of the supersymmetry algebra which is preserved
by the defect.
A good IR model of the defect is to consider the theory as if in the presence of an infinitely
heavy dyon with charge γ located at the position of the defect. From this perspective it
is natural to ask if BPS particles can form supersymmetric bound states with the defect.
It turns out that this is true and the new bound states are called framed BPS states [27].
Moreover a stronger statement is conjectured to hold, the defect is entirely characterized
by its framed BPS spectrum. Framed BPS states saturate the energy bound
E + Re (Zγ(u)/ζ) = 0 . (3.1)
The Hilbert space is graded by the charges as
HBPSL,ζ,u =
⊕
γ∈ΓL
HBPSL,ζ,u,γ , (3.2)
where ΓL is the lattice of electric and magnetic charges in the presence of the line defect
(which takes into account that the electric and magnetic charges as measured at infinity will
be shifted by the charge of the defect); for simplicity we will usually omit the dependence
on the Coulomb branch point u ∈ B and on the phase ζ. If we imagine the defect as being
a infinitely heavy dyon, then framed BPS states look like a halo of particles of charge γh
bound to a core particle of charge γc. Above the energy threshold
E = −Re (Zγc(u)) + |Zγh(u)| , (3.3)
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the halo is not bound to the line defect and forms a continuum of ordinary BPS states, free
to wander around. Ordinary BPS states and framed BPS states are separated in energy
by a tower of excited framed BPS states. The halo bound state radius is
rhalo =
〈γh, γc〉
2 Im (Zγh(u)/ζ)
. (3.4)
In particular note that the halo is stable if 〈γh, γc〉 Im (Zγh(u)/ζ) > 0. Therefore when
there exists a halo charge γh which satisfies
− Re (Zγh(u)/ζ) = |Zγh(u)| , (3.5)
the halo is free to join the continuum of ordinary BPS states. This condition defines the
BPS walls
W (γ) = {(u, ζ)|Zγ(u)/ζ ∈ R−} ⊂ B × C∗ . (3.6)
Note that the BPS walls are precisely the walls of second kind, upon fixing ζ. The BPS
walls divide the space B × C∗ in chambers, which we will generically denote by c.
Exactly as we have seen in the ordinary BPS case, we can associate to framed BPS states
the framed Protected Spin Character (PSC)
Ω(u, Lζ , γ; q) := TrHBPSLζ,γ
q2J3(−q)2I3 , (3.7)
and for q = −1 the framed BPS degeneracies
Ω(u, Lζ , γ) := TrHBPSu,Lζ,γ
(−1)2J3 . (3.8)
Here J3 is an so(3) generator, while I3 a generator of the R-symmetry group su(2)R. It was
conjectured in [27] that no exotic states (that is no states with non trivial su(2)R quantum
numbers) contribute to (3.7) or to (2.5) at a generic smooth point in the Coulomb branch.
This implies the strong positivity conjecture, that the PSC is a positive integral linear
combination of characters of irreducible representations and in particular at q = 1 the PSC
computes dimensions of vector spaces and is positive (since I3 acts trivially).
Line operators form a semiring [27, 45–47], with a rather rich structure. The sum operation
between line defects is defined by stating that the Hilbert space of the theory with L1 +L2
is the direct sum of the two superselection sectors HL1 and HL2 . In particular a line defect
is called simple if it is not the sum of other line defects. The product of line defects is more
interesting, and defined via the path integral of the theory with the line defects inserted.
The formalism that will be introduced in the following Sections can be used to study these
structures, but we will not do so in this paper.
Since a line defect can be equivalently described by its framed BPS spectrum, it is natural
to consider generating functions:
F (u, Lζ , {Xγ}; q) =
∑
γ
Ω(u, Lζ , γ; q) Xγ . (3.9)
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Crossing a BPS wall a physical line operator transforms by gaining or losing halos. Ex-
plicitly, if we consider crossing a wall associated with a single hypermultiplet of charge γh,
then going from the region where ImZγh(u)/ζ < 0 to the region where ImZγh(u)/ζ > 0,
which we will label respectively with c− and c+, a line operator with charge γ behaves
as
F
(
c+, L, ζ,Xγ ; q
)
= E(Xγh) F
(
c−, L, ζ,Xγ ; q
)
E(Xγh)
−1 (3.10)
≡ Ad(E(Xγh)) F
(
c−, L, ζ,Xγ ; q
)
, (3.11)
and the line operator gains or loses a halo depending on the sign of 〈γh, γ〉.
It is difficult to compute the framed spectrum of a physical line operator from first prin-
ciples. To overcome this problem one is led to define a strongly positive formal line oper-
ator as collection of elements F (c) defined in all BPS chamber {c} such that across BPS
walls
F (c+) = Ad(E(Xγh))F (c
−) , (3.12)
and in each chamber
F (c) =
∑
γ
P cγ (q) Xγ , (3.13)
where P cγ (y) (which is a character of a SU(2) representation) has only positive coefficients
(strong positivity). It is much easier to construct these objects and following [27] we will
assume that any strongly positive formal line operator is a generating function of framed
BPS states for a certain physical line operator.
It is instructive to consider the specialization of these formulas for q −→ −1. In this limit
the quantum torus algebra TΓ becomes the twisted algebra
xˆγ xˆγ′ = (−1)〈γ,γ′〉xˆγ+γ′ . (3.14)
Crossing a BPS wall can be seen as the action on the generating function
F (u, Lζ , {xˆγ}; q = −1) =
∑
γ
Ω(u, Lζ , γ; q = −1) xˆγ (3.15)
of the diffeomorphism
xˆγ −→ xˆγ (1− xˆγh)〈γh,γ〉Ω(γh) ≡ K−Ω(γh)γh (xˆγ) . (3.16)
In this paper we will mainly take an algebraic perspective from the point of view of the
BPS quivers. However the framed BPS degeneracies play a very important role in the
geometrical description of the BPS sector. When the theory is compactified on R3 × S1R,
with the line defect wrapped around the circle, the path integral with the line defect
insertion is a trace
〈Lζ〉 = TrHu,Lζ (−1)
F e−2piRH e i θ·Q σ(Q) =
∑
γ
Ω(Lζ , γ) Yγ , (3.17)
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where θ parametrizes the holonomy of the electromagnetic field on S1R, Q is the charge
operator, H the hamiltonian and σ(Q) a certain sign [27]. In particular 〈Lζ〉 is an holo-
morphic function on M which can be expanded into a set of universal functions Yγ with
coefficients given by the framed degeneracies. The functions Yγ are a series of Darboux
coordinates and satisfy the twisted group algebra
Yγ Yγ′ = (−1)〈γ,γ′〉 Yγ+γ′ . (3.18)
When the theory is considered as a three dimensional sigma model R3 −→M with N = 4
supersymmetry, the natural symplectic form constructed out of the Yγ gives the exact
hyperKa¨hler metric on the moduli spaceM [3]. One can be more general and define
〈Lζ〉y = TrHu,Lζ (−1)
F e−2piRH (−y)J3 e i θ·Q σ(Q) . (3.19)
In the case q = +1 we have
〈Lζ〉′ = TrHu,Lζ (−1)
2I3 e−2piRH e i θ·Q σ(Q) =
∑
γ
Ω(Lζ , γ, q = 1) Y˜γ . (3.20)
Where now the coordinates obey
Y˜γ Y˜γ′ = Y˜γ+γ′ , (3.21)
and span a certain hyperka¨hler manifold conjecturally identified with M. The functions
Yγ are discontinuous across the BPS walls
Yγ −→ KΩ(γh)γh (Yγ) , (3.22)
and the same property holds for the functions Y˜γ . Note that the transformation (3.22)
is precisely opposite to (3.16). As a consequence the indices 〈Lζ〉 and 〈Lζ〉′ are invariant
upon crossing the walls W (γh).
In the following we will introduce formal generating functions L which are similar to the
〈L〉′ but more algebraic in nature. The invariance under wall-crossing of 〈L〉′ will be a
guidance to define the functions L .
3.2 Line defects and laminations
For theories of class S[su(2)] which arise by compactifying the superconformal (2, 0) theory
on a surface C, line defects have an elegant description in terms of paths on C. In [27]
these paths were conjecturally identified with laminations, generalizing the results of [33].
These are union of curves Pi on C (if C has irregular punctures, each one is replaces with
a boundary with marked points, corresponding to the Stokes sectors, as explained in 2.3)
which are non self-intersecting and mutually non intersecting, considered up to isotopy.
These curves can be either closed or open; open curves end on boundary arcs and are
generic in the case where the quadratic differential on C has irregular singularities. These
curves are subjected to a series of conditions. In the case the curve P is closed:
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• if it surrounds a regular puncture n, it carries an integer weight wt(P) ∈ Z (positive
or negative);
• all other closed curves carry nontrivial irreducible representations of SL(2,C).
On the other hand the curve P can also be open, with both ends at a boundary segment.
For example the boundary segment might be delimited by two triangulation edges which
represent generic trajectories in two distinct Stokes sectors. Within a boundary segment
there will be the intersection point between the boundary and a Stokes ray. Its specific
location is immaterial. We call this point a special point (not to be confused with a marked
point from which an edge of the triangulation can depart2). Then
• an open curve Pi carries a positive integral weight wt(Pi) = ki ∈ Z>0, unless it can
be retracted to a boundary segment containing precisely a special point. In the latter
case we say that Pi is a special curve and its weight is allowed to be negative;
• the sum of all weights ∑i wt(Pi) over all the paths Pi ending on the same boundary
segment b must vanish.
Finally there are two isotopy conditions:
• two isotopic curves Pi and Pj with weights wt(Pi) = ki and wt(Pj) = kj can be
replaced by a single curve Pl with weight wt(Pl) = kl = ki + kj ;
• a closed curve which is contractible or an open curve which can be contracted to a
boundary segment without special points, are considered trivial and removed from
the lamination.
Laminations defined according to these rules are similar, but slightly different, to the
integral bounded measured laminations introduced by Fock and Goncharov [48] in the
study of higher Teichmu¨ller theory. By partial abuse of language we will denote the space
of laminations L obeying these conditions with T (Cg,n,b,ci) or simply T (C). It will be useful
in the following to consider a subspace of T (C), consisting of laminations L where closed
curves surrounding a regular puncture are not allowed (since in this case the formalism
of Section 5 cannot be applied); we will denote this space with T0(Cg,n,b,ci) or simply
T0(C).
Given a certain defect described by a lamination L ∈ T (C), the twisted trace on R3 ×
S1R
〈Lζ〉′ =
∑
γ
Ω(Lζ , γ, q = 1) Y˜γ (3.23)
can be computed via the traffic rules algorithm [27]. One associates the coordinates Y˜γ to
each internal edge E of the triangulation. Then one proceeds in giving local rules for the
expansion of each curve in L in the coordinates Yγ . The local rules associate to a curve
2To compare with the language of [27] what we call special points correspond to Stokes rays emerging
from irregular singularities, while what we call marked points correspond to anti-Stokes rays which are the
vertices of the triangulation.
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in L an SL(2,C) matrix for each intersection between the curve and an internal edge,
multiplied by certain matrices if the path between two subsequent edges leans to the left
or to the right.
In the following Section we will give an equivalent description of these rules in terms of
certain paths on the BPS quiver in purely algebraic terms.
4 BPS quivers and line defects
In this paper we will establish two algebraic approaches to line defects. In the first approach,
discussed in this Section, we associate the defect with a certain path on the quiver and
give rules to compute its framed spectrum. This path is an element of the Leavitt path
algebra associated to the extended BPS quiver. By mapping a Leavitt path algebra element
into an appropriately defined product of SL(2,C) matrices, one recovers the framed BPS
spectrum. In Section 5 we will discuss a second approach, where we represent the defect
via a framing of the BPS quiver associated with the lamination.
4.1 Laminations and extended quivers
As we have discussed, line defects correspond to collections of paths on triangulated curves
C. Since the information on the triangulation is equivalently packaged into a BPS quiver,
it is natural to look for a set of rules which translate the paths on the curve to paths on the
quiver. A path on C will cross various edges of a triangulation T (C). Locally the sequence
of edges it crosses is determined by its direction, left or right, after crossing a given edge.
One can therefore expect that a path can be described by a sequence of nodes (which
correspond to edges of T (C)) and arrows (whose orientation is determined by the relative
orientation between two edges of a same triangle) of the BPS quiver Q constructed from
T (C). Indeed we will now show how to describe a lamination on C in terms of algebraic
data on the extended BPS quiver.
The extended quiver is simply defined by adding vertices associated to the boundary seg-
ments. These do not correspond to BPS states and are introduced only as a bookkeeping
device to keep track of the boundaries. The extended quiver is defined precisely via the
same set of rules as the BPS quiver. That is, the set of arrows between nodes is determined
by the ordering of the edges of the triangles in T (C). We will denote by B0 the set of nodes
associated with the boundary segments and by B1 the set of arrows connecting this set with
Q0 (that is the arrows ending on or departing from the boundary nodes). This set excludes
arrows between the boundary nodes. The extended quiver is then the quiver Q˜ whose set
of nodes is Q0 ∪ B0 and whose set of arrows is Q1 ∪ B1. Furthermore we will assume for
simplicity that T (C) does not contain self-folded triangles; a triangulation can always be
reduced to this form by appropriately flipping a finite number of edges [49].
Consider for example the Argyres-Douglas theory A2. This theory is obtained by compacti-
fying the (2, 0) superconformal theory on a sphere C = P1 with a single irregular singularity
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of order p = 7. Equivalently 5 Stokes line emerge from the singularity. The triangulation
has therefore two edges, and 5 boundary segments. The extended quiver looks like
◦ ◦
{{• γ2
cc
##
• γ1oo
##◦
;;
◦
;;
◦
, (4.1)
where we have denoted with empty dots the nodes corresponding to boundary segments.
We can easily generalize this result to generic Argyres-Douglas theories of type An. In
these theories there is a canonical sink-source form of the BPS quiver. The associated
extended BPS quiver is
◦ ◦

◦

· · · ◦

◦
• γi1
[[

• γi2oo // • γi3
[[

• γi4oo · · · • γin−1 // • γin
[[
◦
CC
◦
CC
◦
CC
· · · ◦
??
◦
(4.2)
Before discussing the general case we shall now consider line operators on Argyres-Douglas
theories of type An. We want to write laminations on C as certain paths on the extended
BPS quiver. Which kind of paths are allowed? For example it is easy to see that such a
path must at least go through a node of the (non-extended) BPS quiver, in any direction,
otherwise it would be contractible to a boundary segment without special points. Secondly
since we only have open paths, each path must start at a boundary node and end at a (in
this case different, since there are no regular punctures) boundary node. Note that, except
for the beginning and ending nodes, all the nodes met by the path must be ordinary BPS
nodes corresponding to edges of the triangulation.
We have however to impose the condition that the sum of the weights of each path in the
lamination vanish at each boundary segment. Recall that a boundary segment is divided in
two Stokes sectors by a special point. The same condition can be restated as follow: firstly
we remove any special curve surrounding the special point. Then the number of paths
ending on the left of the special point must be equal to the number of paths ending on its
right. To mimic this behavior we will draw shifted paths on the quiver, which can start at
the left or at the right of a boundary node. Note that this is only a graphically convenient
way of drawing the paths to keep track of the number of intersections with the boundary
segment at the left and at the right of the special point; but the paths themselves are
always to be understood as a sequence of arrows and nodes on the extended BPS quiver.
Finally we require the shifted paths to be non intersecting (with this we mean that it is
possible to draw the shifted paths on the quiver in such a way that they do not intersect,
eventually by rearranging the drawing of the quiver).
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Figure 1. The five elementary operators in the Argyres-Douglas A2 theory, drawn as paths on the
extended BPS quiver
To make it easier to draw the shifted paths, we will “split” the boundary nodes in two,
corresponding to the two Stokes sectors on the boundary segment separated by a special
point. Indeed any boundary segment is delimited by two marked points (not necessarily
distinct) from which two generic trajectories emanate, which can form two edges of the
triangulation. Each generic trajectory is a representative of a WKB curve within a Stokes
sector. Therefore any boundary segment will be split in two by the special point delimiting
the two Stokes sectors. We will conventionally draw the two split nodes as a green one and
a yellow one. This is just a convention to distinguish the Stokes sectors on the left and on
the right of a special point lying on a boundary segment; sectors with the same color have
not to be identified. To each shifted path one can associate a sequence of nodes and arrows
(pointing in either direction) in the extended quiver; in addition for the open paths one
also has a starting (green or yellow) and an ending (yellow or green) point corresponding
to boundary segments. We will continue to use the notation Q˜ for the extended quiver
with the split nodes, confident that no confusion should arise. In the following we will
associated to each path thus constructed an appropriate product of matrices. These set
of rules are enough to transpose the concept of lamination on a triangulated surface to a
collection of (shifted, non intersecting) paths on an extended BPS quiver. For example
the simple line operators in the Argyres-Douglas A2 case (those operators which cannot
be written as a sum of other line operators) are drawn in Figure 1. We will make these
concepts more precise in Section 4.2 where we will describe the shifted paths as elements
of certain algebras.
We can also have paths starting from a boundary node and ending at the same boundary
node. This can happen if there is a loop inside the quiver. For example we can consider the
A3 theory which arises from the triangulation of a sphere with an irregular puncture from
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which six Stokes lines depart. The extended BPS quiver is depicted in Figure 2 along with a
path. We seem to have found a paradox: the lamination on the curve corresponding to the
+1
Figure 2. A non acceptable path in the
A3 Argyres-Douglas theory; the corre-
sponding lamination is contractible
+1
Figure 3. An acceptable path in the
D6 Argyres-Douglas theory. The cor-
responding open lamination is not con-
tractible since it encircles a puncture.
path is clearly trivial; since there are no punctures in the interior, the path is contractible
to the boundary segment, where it cancels the special curve. On the other hand the path
on the quiver seems to be non trivial. The resolution of this paradox is that we have
overlooked the rules to construct paths on the extended quiver. Consider a curve P on
C. As we follow it around, it crosses edges of the triangulation T traveling from faces to
faces. Consider for example to neighbouring faces F1 and F2 of the triangulation, sharing
a common edge E. The path P crossing E coming from F1, no matter which other edge of
F1 it had crossed before, it must now cross one of the two remaining edges of F2. In other
words, it is not allowed to “go back” to F1, simply because it would be isotopic to a path
which does not crosses E at all. A path P going back to F1 will have necessarily to cross
an edge of F1 at least for the third time. If we now recall that edges in the triangulation
correspond to nodes of the quiver, we conclude that a path on the extended quiver is not
allowed to touch consecutively more that two nodes of the same triangle representing a
face of the triangulation. The last specification is important. Indeed a triangular loop in
the BPS quiver needs not necessarily correspond to a face of the triangulation. It can also
correspond to a regular puncture, out of which three edges emerge. Consider for example
a theory of type D, which arise from a sphere with a regular puncture and an irregular
one where the quadratic differential has a pole of order 8. This theory has again 6 Stokes
lines emerging from the irregular puncture, but now the ideal triangulation consists of 6
arcs. Take the triangulation showed in figure 3. Because of the puncture the drawn path is
non trivial and cannot be contracted to a boundary segment. We therefore conclude that
a path on the extended quiver is not allowed to touch consecutively more than two nodes
of the same triangular loop on the quiver, unless that triangle corresponds to a regular
puncture (or a boundary component with marked points).
Similar arguments also hold for closed laminations. Recall that these carry an integral
weight (if surrounding a regular puncture) or a representation of SL(2,C) (otherwise).
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Also closed laminations can be lifted to paths on the quiver, which now start from an
internal node and end at the same node without touching the boundary nodes.
4.2 Leavitt path algebras
To summarize given any triangulation T of a bordered Riemann surface C we can construct
the corresponding extended BPS quiver Q˜. Then any curve in a lamination L on C lifts to
a certain path on the extended quiver. We have been loosely talking about “paths” on the
extended quiver. For example the paths in L1 in Figure 1 are given by the formal strings
of elements
eG aGγ1 eγ1a
−1
Y γ1
eY , (4.3)
eY aY γ1 eγ1a
−1
Gγ1
eG , (4.4)
in the notation of Section 2.2. These paths are not elements of the path algebra AQ˜ = CQ˜
of the extended quiver Q˜. Indeed both paths are identically zero in the path algebra, since
due to the direction of the arrows there is no concatenation possible. Rather these paths
are elements of the algebra obtained from AQ˜ by adding the formal inverses to the arrows
(its “localization”). We will denote the algebra with LAQ˜. This algebra is rather similar to
what is called Leavitt path algebra in the literature [50] and reviewed for example in [51].
Ordinary Leavitt path algebras are not defined in the extended quiver and in particular do
not have “colored” nodes.
Recall that the path algebra AQ˜ = CQ˜ is defined via concatenation of paths. If s, t :
Q˜1 −→ Q˜0 are the functions which to an arrow in Q˜1 associate its starting and terminating
vertices, then the product of two paths p1 = a1 · · · an and p2 = an+1 · · · am is defined as
p1p2 = a1 · · · anan+1 · · · am if t(an) = s(an+1) and zero otherwise (we write path composition
from the left to the right). Consider now the set of formal inverse arrows {a−1 | a ∈ Q˜1},
sometimes called ghost paths. The Leavitt path algebra LAQ˜ of AQ˜ is the algebra with
generators {ei, a, a−1 | i ∈ Q˜0, a ∈ Q˜1} and with coefficients in C, such that the following
relations hold
• ei ej = ei δij for all i ∈ Q˜0,
• a et(a) = a = es(a)a and a−1 es(a) = a−1 = et(a)a−1 for all a ∈ Q˜1,
• a−1 b = δa,b et(a) for all a, b ∈ Q˜1,
• ∑a∈Q˜1 | s(a)=i a a−1 = ei for every vertex i ∈ Q˜ which is not a sink (since for a sink
the map s is trivial)3.
In plain words we now have a formal tool to compose arrows even if they are oriented in
the wrong way. Our Leavitt path algebra is slightly different from the above definition
as we double the vertex set in B0. Since the above defining relations extend immediately
3In the mathematical literature one also requires that there are not infinitely many edges emitted from
i, but since we are only considering finite quivers this condition would be redundant.
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(by assuming that the two trivial paths of different colors at each boundary node are
orthogonal), we will continue to call our algebras LAQ˜, Leavitt path algebras.
To summarize to a collection of curves Pi, i = 1, . . . , n on C forming a lamination L ∈ T (C)
we can associate a collection of elements of the Leavitt path algebra L ∈ LAn
Q˜
(although we
will often omit to specify the length n of the vectors, hoping that no confusion will arise).
To be more precise, since each curve Pi comes with a weight wt(Pi) we are really talking
about collections of the form (wt(L), L). We will however not use this notation in general to
avoid cluttering the formulas, and mostly consider curves with weight one. This connection
between Teichmu¨ller theory and Leavitt path algebra does not seem to have been noticed
in the literature, and we believe deserve further investigation. Now we will show how to
extract the framed BPS spectrum from elements of Leavitt path algebras.
Note however that, while given L ∈ T (C) we can easily write down the corresponding
L ∈ LAQ˜, the correspondence is not one to one. In general we do not have a set of alge-
braic necessary and sufficient conditions to guarantee that a Leavitt path algebra element
corresponds to a physical line defect.
4.3 Matrix formulae from paths
The quantum theories we are studying come equipped with a certain lattice of charges Γ.
As we have seen it is natural to consider the quantum torus TΓ associated with this lattice,
which is generated by the formal variables Xγ . We can consider a classical commutative
(formal) limit q −→ +1 of these variables and introduce variables xγ , which are element of
the group algebra of Γ, such that
xγi xγj = xγi+γj . (4.5)
We think of the set {xγ} as formal variables, which could be identified with the functions
{Y˜γ} of Section 3 or with the quiver variables {y˜γ} of Section 5. We will describe now a
natural set of rules to expand the vacuum expectation value of a line operator onto these
variables and thus obtain the framed BPS spectrum. These rules are a direct translation
of the traffic rules of [5, 27, 48]; from our point of view they allow to associate to an
element l ∈ LAQ˜ a certain product of SL(2,C) matrices. Consider an element of the
algebra LAQ˜ of the extended BPS quiver which correspond to a lamination L ∈ T (C).
In general L = (P1, . . . ,Pn) will be a collection of curves Pi on C and the corresponding
L = (I1, . . . , In) is a collection of Leavitt paths Ii in LAQ˜. For simplicity we will write
explicitly the trivial paths eγi associated with a basis of BPS states {γi}. This is not
necessary if one keeps carefully track of the functions s, t ; Q˜1 −→ Q˜0, but by writing down
the trivial paths explicitly we find a set of matrix rules notationally less involved. Quite
generically we can consider a certain node lying on the path and then continue following the
path in any direction we like. The path will cross other nodes moving along the arrows of
the quiver, in the same or in the opposite direction, corresponding to elements a ∈ Q1 ∪B1
or their formal inverses a−1. We define the map
m : LAQ˜ −→ SL(2,C)
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eγ −→ Mγ =
(√
xγ 0
0 1√xγ
)
,
a −→ D =
(
1 0
1 1
)
,
a−1 −→ U =
(
1 1
0 1
)
. (4.6)
Furthermore for a boundary node ei, i ∈ B0 of either color, m(ei) = id, is the identity
matrix (formally, the boundary nodes have γ = 0). In particular under composition of
paths, m sends the Leavitt product into ordinary matrix multiplication. Note that this is
not a representation of the algebra.
To any path on the extended quiver we associate a rational function of the variables {xγ}
via the map m as follows. For every node corresponding to a charge γ1 we write down
the matrix Mγ1 . Then following the path to the next node γ2, we write down a matrix U
(for upstream) if the path direction is opposite to the arrow between γ1 and γ2, or D (for
downstream) otherwise. A path going through the nodes γ1, γ2 and γ3 (in this order) will
correspond to a matrix of the form
· · · Mγ1 D Mγ2 U Mγ3 · · · (4.7)
if 〈γ1, γ2〉 > 0 and 〈γ2, γ3〉 < 0. Now there are two possibilities, the path is open or it
is closed. If it is closed, then p = eγ · · · eγ for some γ. In this case we omit one of the
eγ , or more precisely use eiei = ei for every i ∈ Q˜0, and take the trace of the product
of matrices (which is already cyclic). This corresponds to the fundamental representation
of SL(2,C). If the path is open we have to specify boundary condition at its endpoints.
In this case we simply associate with a boundary node the identity matrix and with the
arrow between the boundary node and an internal node, a matrix U or D according to the
aforementioned rules. In this way we have associated to the open path an SL(2,C) matrix.
Finally, depending on the boundary endpoints of the path, we pick one element of this
matrix by using the projector Pij which extract the (i, j)th element of an SL(2,C) matrix.
Here the first index i is associated with the starting node of a path, while the second index
j corresponds to the ending node. According to the path we are considering, each index can
be green (G) or yellow (Y ). We pick conventions in which a Y entry corresponds to the first
row or column of the SL(2,C) matrix while a G entry to the second row or column. Note
that the condition that the weights of the lamination vanish at each boundary segment
implies that for each path what we call starting point and ending point is just a matter of
conventions. Let us apply now these rules to the paths of Figure 1. It is easy to see that
the Leavitt path algebra elements associated with those paths are
L1 =
(
eG aGγ1 eγ1 a
−1
γ1Y
eY , eY aY γ1 eγ1 a
−1
γ1G
eG
)
,
L2 =
(
eG aGγ2 eγ2 a
−1
γ1γ2 eγ1 a
−1
Y γ1
eY , eY aY γ2 eγ2 a
−1
γ1γ2 eγ1 a
−1
Gγ1
eG
)
,
L3 =
(
eG aGγ2 eγ2 a
−1
γ1γ2 eγ1 aγ1Y eY , eY aY γ2 eγ2 a
−1
γ1γ2 eγ1 aγ1G eG
)
,
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L4 =
(
eG a
−1
γ2G
eγ2 a
−1
γ1γ2 eγ1 aγ1Y eY , eY a
−1
γ2Y
eγ2 a
−1
γ1γ2 eγ1 aγ1G eG
)
,
L5 =
(
eG a
−1
γ2G
eγ2 aγ2Y eY , eY a
−1
γ2Y
eγ2 aγ2G eG
)
. (4.8)
We stress again that writing the trivial paths explicitly is just a notational choice; the same
rules would still hold by systematically removing them and keeping track of the starting
and terminating nodes, but in a slightly less simple form. Using the aforementioned rules,
we obtain the corresponding generating functions (3.9) for q = 1
F (L1) = PGY (DMγ1 U) PY G (DMγ1 U) = xγ1 ,
F (L2) = PGY (DMγ2 U Mγ1 U) PY G (DMγ2 U Mγ1 U) = xγ2 + xγ1+γ2 ,
F (L3) = PGY (DMγ2 U Mγ1 D) PY G (DMγ2 U Mγ1 D) = x−γ1 + xγ2 + xγ2−γ1 ,
F (L4) = PGY (U Mγ2 U Mγ1 D) PY G (U Mγ2 U Mγ1 D) = x−γ1 + x−γ1−γ2 ,
F (L5) = PGY (U Mγ2 D) PY G (U Mγ2 D) = x−γ2 , (4.9)
whose framed BPS spectra agree with [27].
We end this section with a few other examples to clarify the above rules in the case of
the A3 Argyres-Douglas theory. We will compute the framed spectra of the three line
operators illustrated in figure 4, in different BPS chambers. This discussion has only an
illustrative purpose: we will not be careful to identify the correct BPS spectrum in each
chamber and will generically label the nodes with the variables X, Y and Z. This is not
correct physically, since in different chambers and for different stability conditions they
would correspond to different charges. By using the rules just described we get, for the
+1
L
(c2)
1
L
(c2)
2
L
(c1)
1
L
(c3)
1
L
(c4)
1
L
(c3)
2
L
(c4)
2
L
(c1)
2µ
(c1)
µ(c4)
µ(c3)
µ(c2)
X ZY
Figure 4. Line defects in the A3 theory. The three nodes will be labeled by the variables X , Y
and Z in this order.
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defect µ
F (µc1) = PGY (DMX U MY U MZ U) PY G (DMX U MY D) PGY (DMZ U) = X Z ,
F (µc2) = PGY (U MX DMY U MZ U) PY G (U MX DMY D) PGY (DMZ U) =
Z
X
,
F (µc3) = PGY (DMX U MY U) PY G (DMX U MY DMZ D) PY G (U MZ D) =
X
Z
,
F (µc4) = PGY (DMX U MZ U) PGY (DMZ U MY U) PGY (DMY U MX U) = X Y Z .
Consider the path in the extended quiver associated with the line operator µc4 . At first
sight it would seem we have an ambiguity, since the top blue line could as well pass through
the middle node Y . However it is not so; as explained previously since the are no regular
punctures, the path is not allowed to go through more that two nodes of the same triangular
loop in the quiver. Therefore what is drawn in figure 4 is the only non zero possibility.
Similarly we can write down the generating functions for L1
F (Lc11 ) = PGY (DMZ U)PY G (DMZ U) = Z ,
F (Lc21 ) = PGY (DMZ U)PY G (DMZ U) = Z ,
F (Lc31 ) = PGY (U MZ D)PY G (U MZ D) =
1
Z
,
F (Lc41 ) = PY G (DMY DMZ U)PGY (DMY DMZ U) = Z + Y Z , (4.10)
and for L2
F (Lc12 ) = PY G (DMY U MZ U)PGY (DMY U MZ U) = Y (1 + Z) ,
F (Lc22 ) = PY G (DMX DMY U MZ U)PGY (DMX DMY U MZ U) = (1 +X)Y (1 + Z) ,
F (Lc32 ) = PGY (DMY U)PY G (DMY U) = Y ,
F (Lc42 ) = PGY (U MY DMZ U)PY G (U MY DMZ U) =
1 + Z + Y Z
Y
. (4.11)
We stress that these results are completely equivalent to the traffic rules of [27]. Given a
lamination L ∈ T (C) we can construct the corresponding objects in LAQ˜ and then proceed
as outlined above to compute the framed spectrum. Of course this procedure can become
quite involved if the quiver is complicated.
We have not addressed the inverse problem, that is which Leavitt path algebra elements
corresponds to physically viable laminations. Indeed such a construction would be very
useful for quiver theories which do not arise from the triangulation of a surface C. This
problem is very interesting, but a complete algebraic characterization of line defects lies
outside of the scope of this work (and furthermore there is no evidence that the relation
between Leavitt path algebras and line defects holds for any BPS quiver).
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Figure 5. Shear coordinates on a lamination arc.
5 Framed BPS quivers
As we have seen to a BPS quiver corresponding to the triangulation of a bordered Riemann
surface, we can associate an extended BPS quiver. To a lamination on the triangulated
surface we can associate certain paths on the extended quiver and then compute the framed
BPS spectrum using the matrix rules of Section 4.3. It can be however tricky to keep track
of the paths for complicated quivers and it would be more useful to have a more systematic
approach. In this Section we will introduce framed BPS quivers. These quivers have one or
more framing nodes which encode all the information about the line operators. Furthermore
we will see that they have nice transformation properties under quiver mutations. This
fact allows us to use appropriate cluster transformations to compute the framed BPS
spectrum. There exists another possibility to associate to a line defect a framed quiver,
via the geometric engineering approach of [31]. The two approaches should be equivalent
since they correspond to string theory dual pictures, but we will not compare them further
in this paper.
5.1 Shear coordinates and framed BPS quivers
Given a lamination we define the Thurston’s shear coordinates as follows. Fix a triangula-
tion T without self-folded triangles. Consider now a rectangle whose diagonal is labeled by
γ. Assume now that there is a lamination L (or the arc of a lamination) which crosses γ as
shown in figure 5. Then to the intersection of L with γ we associate an integer as follows.
The shear coordinate bγ(T,L) of L with respect to the edge γ ∈ T is +1 (respectively −1)
if the lamination L intersects the edge γ in the clockwise (respectively counterclockwise)
direction going towards γ starting from each of the two external edges of the rectangle it
crosses. If more then one arc crosses γ we extend this definition to each arc. Similarly if
an arc P has weight wt(P) = k, than we count its weight as the number of intersections.
In general to a lamination L on T we associate a set of integers bγ(T,L) for each edge
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Figure 6. The shear coordinates associated with the intersection of these arcs with the edge γ
vanish.
γ ∈ T , defined as the sum of contributions for each intersection of L with γ. Note that
the coordinates associated with the arcs of figure 6 are identically zero. These coordinates
can be extended to triangulations with self-folded triangles [52], as briefly reviewed in the
Appendix A.
Now given an arbitrary lamination L and a triangulation T we can define a generalized
exchange matrix BL. We simply add an extra row, whose entries are the shear coordi-
nates bγ(T,L) with respect to the edges of the triangulation. In formulas, assuming the
triangulation has n edges γi
BLab =
(
Bij 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n
bγj (T, L) 1 ≤ j ≤ n
)
, (5.1)
and similarly if the lamination consists of more curves. More generically we can consider
a multi-lamination, that is a collection of laminations L = (Ln+1, · · · ,Lm) on C which
corresponds to a set of line defects, and generalize the adjacency matrix by adding a new
row for each lamination as follows
BLab =
(
Bij 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n
bγj (T,Li) 1 ≤ j ≤ n , n+ 1 ≤ i ≤ m
)
. (5.2)
Remarkably the generalized adjacency matrix transforms by the mutation transformation
rules (2.10) under flips of the triangulation T [52]. That is, if we flip the triangulation at a
certain edge k, then the new generalized adjacency matrix is given by B′Lab = µk B
L
ab.
It is natural to generalize a BPS quiver to include also this information. Recall that for a
theory arising from the compactification of two M5 branes on a Riemann surface C the BPS
quiver can be derived from the triangulation T , as we discussed in Section 2.3. Mutations
of the quiver, which are used to compute the spectrum of stable BPS states, are associated
with flips of the triangulation. As we have seen also a lamination transforms nicely under
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flips. That is, the generalized adjacency matrix transforms according to the mutation
rules. The information about the lamination can be encoded in the BPS quiver by adding
an extra framing node [53]. This node is connected to the other nodes of the BPS quiver
by a number of arrows given by the shear coordinates. That is, if we label by γi the nodes
of the BPS quiver and by • a framing node{
number of arrows γi −→ •
}
= bγi(T,L) , (5.3)
where if the shear coordinate is negative, the arrows goes from • to γi. Note that if we are
given a framed BPS quiver, we can reconstruct both the triangulation (simply neglecting
the framing) and the form of the lamination L on C, since the arrow structure of the framing
nodes is determined by the shear coordinates. Similarly if we have a multi-lamination, we
simply add as many framing nodes as there are laminations and draw arrows accordingly
to the generalized adjacency matrix. To keep track of a line defect L associated with the
lamination L we will label the framing node with L as well.
As an example, the framed BPS quivers corresponding to the line operators of figure 1
are
F (L1) = xγ1
• L1
γ2 • • γ1oo
dddd
, (5.4)
F (L2) = xγ1+γ2 + xγ2
• L2
γ2 •
9999
• γ1oo
, (5.5)
F (L3) = x−γ1 + xγ2−γ1 + xγ2
• L3
$$ $$
γ2 •
9999
• γ1oo
, (5.6)
F (L4) = x−γ1 + x−γ1−γ2
• L4
$$ $$
γ2 • • γ1oo
, (5.7)
F (L5) = x−γ2
• L5
yy yy
γ2 • • γ1oo
. (5.8)
The formalism developed so far, has a drawback [52]: it cannot accommodate laminations
consisting in an arc surrounding a simple puncture. Indeed the shear coordinates of such
an arc would be identically zero. For this reason in this Section we will only consider
laminations in T0(C). If such an arc occurs, one has to use the formalism of Section 4.
Furthermore the shear coordinates act as coordinates for a generic path on the curve C
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[52, 53]. But not every path correspond to what we have called a lamination in T (C).
For example one can give shear coordinates for a collection of paths which do not satisfy
the condition that the sum of their weights vanish at each boundary component. In other
words, given a collection of shear coordinates, one needs to impose further conditions to
ensure that they correspond to a physical line defect. Not all the framings of BPS quivers
are allowed. We will comment further on this problem in Section 5.6.
5.2 Extended quivers vs framed quivers
Given a certain line defect for a theory of class S[su(2)] we can derive two objects. One
is a certain collection of paths on the extended BPS quiver, given by elements of LAQ˜;
the other is a framed BPS quiver. We will now compare briefly the two constructions
and show how to pass from one to the other. Associating a line defect with a path on
the extended BPS quiver has the obvious advantage of being easy to visualize, since the
path is a direct transposition of a lamination L on the Riemann surface C. Furthermore
as we have seen the traffic rules used to expand a lamination in the Fock and Goncharov
coordinates associated with a triangulation can be directly translated into a set of rules on
the extended BPS quiver Q˜. This has to be done “by hand”, drawing paths on the extended
quiver which correspond to the lamination, and in particular can become quite cumbersome
when dealing with curves of high genus. Another problem is that the drawing of a quiver is
largely conventional. While it is straightforward once we are given a lamination on a curve
to construct the corresponding path on the extended quiver, it can be difficult to compare
two defects since the way we position the nodes of the quiver on a plane is arbitrary. The
advantage of the framing is that it is independent on the particular way the quiver is drawn
and transforms in a simple way when the triangulation is flipped. These transformations
are completely algorithmic and easy to implement. The price to be paid when using framed
BPS quivers is the lack of an immediate geometric counterpart to the framing.
Nevertheless it is quite easy to pass form one formalism to the other in the case of
L ∈ T0(C). Suppose we are given a certain path corresponding to a line operator on
an extended BPS quiver. To derive the corresponding framed BPS quiver we simply have
to translate the graphic rules of figures 5 and 6 in quiver language. Indeed figure 5 simply
states that bγ(T,L) is positive or negative for a path crossing the node γ if the path goes
through a sink or a source respectively; one the other hand if the path goes upstream or
downstream the shear coordinate vanishes. These rules are illustrated in figure 7. The
opposite construction proceeds along the same lines. Assume we are given the framed BPS
quiver corresponding to a line operator. This quiver can be extended by including the
information about the boundary segments. We focus on a framing node of the framed BPS
quiver and consider the arrows between itself and the BPS quiver. The information we
have is that through each node we have to draw a path which goes through a sink, a source
or otherwise depending on the shear coordinate. This construction is non local, since we
have to consider simultaneously all the nodes. We finally draw the path such that at each
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bγ(T,L) = +1 bγ(T,L) = −1 bγ(T,L) = 0
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Figure 7. Shear coordinates associated to a path on a BPS quiver
node the corresponding conditions are obeyed. While this may not be easy if the quiver
is complicated, the fact that the shear coordinates are indeed coordinates on the space of
laminations guarantees that this procedure can be always carried on and that the result is
unique.
5.3 Line defects and cluster transformations
We will now define certain generating functions L which encode the framed BPS spectrum
and introduce certain mutation operators mut which allow us to generate new framed
spectra from known ones.
Recall that to a line operator we can associate the framed indices 〈Lζ〉 and 〈Lζ〉′ in (3.17)
and (3.19). As we have explained in Section 3, these indices are invariant since the wall-
crossing properties of the functions Y compensate the wall-crossings of the framed de-
generacies. For example, crossing the BPS wall corresponding to an hypermultiplet with
charge γk counterclockwise, that is going from a region with Im (Zγk/ζ) < 0 to a region
with Im (Zγk/ζ) > 0, the variables Y˜γi transform as
Y˜γi −→ Y˜γi
(
1 + Y˜γk
)〈γi,γk〉
, (5.9)
losing or gaining a halo depending on the sign of 〈γi, γk〉. Crossing the same wall clockwise,
the inverse transformation applies.
From the framed quiver perspective it is more natural to compose these transformations
with quiver mutations. We define formal variables {yγ} and {y˜γ} associated with a basis
of charges {γ} and the transformation rules
µyk,∓ : y˜γi −→ y˜γi (1 + y˜γk)±〈γi,γk〉 , (5.10)
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where µyk,− correspond to the transformation of the Y˜ variables when crossing a γk BPS
wall in the counterclockwise direction, while µyk,+ is associated to crossing the same wall
in the clockwise direction (and similarly for the variables {y}). We will think directly of
these variables as being associated with the set of nodes Q0 of a quiver Q. The variables
yγ have a twisted multiplication rule yγi yγj = (−1)〈γi,γj〉yγi+γj . The variables y˜ obey the
untwisted multiplication law y˜γi y˜γj = y˜γi+γj and are related to the y as y˜γ = σ(γ) yγ where
σ(γ) is a quadratic refinement mod 2 of the intersection pairing on the lattice Γ,
σ(γ) σ(γ′) = σ(γ + γ′) σ(0)(−1)〈γ,γ′〉 . (5.11)
In particular for the case of an hypermultiplet σ(γhyper) = −1. More formally we can say
that the variables {y˜} are elements of the universal semifield Qsf (y˜), the closure of the
set of indeterminates {y˜γ} in Q under multiplication, addition and division. Since these
variables are associated with the nodes of the quiver Q, we let quiver mutations act on
them as
µk,+ (y˜γi) =
{
y˜−1γi i = k
y˜γi y˜
[〈γi,γk〉]+
γk i 6= k
, (5.12)
when crossing a wall W (γk) in the clockwise order, and
µk,− (y˜γi) =
{
y˜−1γi i = k
y˜γi y˜
−[〈γi,γk〉]−
γk i 6= k
, (5.13)
when crossing a wall W (−γk) in the counterclockwise order. Note that these transforma-
tions are consistent with (2.11) and (2.12) in the sense that µk,±(y˜γi) = y˜µk,±(γi).
We define the following transformations acting on the {y˜γ} variables. Assume we are
in a fixed chamber, with a certain BPS particle spectrum. This means we have chosen
a stability condition Z(u) and we draw the corresponding central charge vectors in the
upper half plane. Then quiver mutations µk,+ generate the BPS spectrum going in the
clockwise sense in the central charge plane, crossing the BPS rays corresponding to the
stable particles. For each mutation corresponding to a particle with charge γk we define
the operator mutk,± = µ
y
k,± ◦ µk,± as
mutk,+ y˜γi =
{
y˜−1γi i = k
y˜γi y˜
[〈γi,γk〉]+
γk (1 + y˜γk)
−〈γi,γk〉 i 6= k
. (5.14)
These are cluster transformations for the coefficients4 of a cluster algebra, in the sense of
Fomin-Zelevinsky [54]. Similarly going counterclockwise we encounter the rays correspond-
ing to the anti-particles Z−γk(u), and the transformations are
mutk,− y˜γi =
{
y˜−1γi i = k
y˜γi y˜
[〈γk,γi〉]+
γk (1 + y˜−γk)
〈γk,γi〉 i 6= k
. (5.15)
4We will loosely use the name “cluster variables” when referring to the coefficients of a cluster algebra.
In the literature that name is sometime reserved for the x-variables; however we will not use x-variables in
this paper and no ambiguity should arise.
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Note that these auxiliary operators acting on the {y˜γ} do not correspond to a wall-crossing;
the wall-crossing transformation upon crossing a BPS wall is still given by the halo picture,
i.e. the {y˜γ} variables transform with µyk,∓. We will however see that under certain condi-
tions a sequence of operators mutk,± acts as the operator corresponding to a sequence of
BPS wall-crossings. Roughly speaking, since the operators mut are composition of a BPS
wall-crossing with a quiver mutation, this happens when a sequence of quiver mutations is
trivial.
We introduce the tropical semifield Trop({y˜}) or simply Trop, associated with the variables
y˜. This is the abelian multiplicative group freely generated by the variables {y˜} where the
addition ⊕ is defined as ∏
i∈Q0
y˜aii ⊕
∏
i∈Q0
y˜bii =
∏
i∈Q0
y˜
min(ai,bi)
i . (5.16)
There is a canonical map, the tropical evaluation, which to the variables {y˜} in Q(y˜)
associates the corresponding elements in Trop, which we will denote by {[y˜]}. This map
amounts to replacing ordinary addition + with the tropical addition ⊕. In the following
we will also need the result known as the sign-coherence property of cluster algebras, which
states that a Laurent monomial [y˜i] is either positive or negative [37, 38, 55]. A Laurent
monomial is said to be positive (or negative) if it is not 1 and all of its exponents are non-
negative (non-positive). This justifies the introduction of the tropical sign (y˜i) which is +
(respectively −) if the tropical monomial [y˜i] is positive (respectively negative). Tropical
variables transform under quiver mutations as
muttk [y˜γi ] =
{
[y˜γk ]
−1 i = k
[y˜γi ] [y˜γk ]
[(y˜k)〈γi,γk〉]+ i 6= k
. (5.17)
These transformation rules are obtained from (5.14) and (5.15) by replacing + with ⊕ and
y˜i with [y˜i]. Note that the transformations µk,± are the tropical limit of the transformations
mutk,±.
When composing a number of quiver mutations we will often use the notation y˜[tm] to
denote the variables obtained after m quiver mutations, and which are associated to the
quiver Q(ti), in the notation of Section 2.2. If we have the sequence of quiver mutations µ =
(µi1 , · · · , µim), then y˜j [tm] = mutim · · ·muti1 y˜j and Q(tm) = µim · · ·µi1 Q(t0). A property
of cluster algebras is that certain sequence of mutation exhibit periodicity properties. We
will call a sequence of mutations (µi1 , · · · , µiL) a Π-period for Q if
Bpi(i)pi(j)(tL) = Bij(t0) , and y˜pi(i)(tL) = y˜i(t0) , (5.18)
where Π acts on the quiver Q as the permutation pi of its nodes. In plain words we observe
periodicity if after a number of quiver mutations, the quiver and its cluster variables are
back to their original form and values, eventually up to a permutation. To any sequence
of mutations we associate a tropical sign-sequence (1, · · · , m) where t is the tropical sign
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of y˜it(t), the variable corresponding to the node which is mutated. Similarly we define the
c-vector βt of y˜it(t) as the tropical limit
[y˜it(t)] = y˜
βt . (5.19)
The information about the c-vectors can be packed into the c-matrix C(t), the matrix
whose columns are the βt. This matrix will play a role below when discussing the BPS
spectrum and the quantum dilogarithm identities. We refer the reader to the reviews
[38, 55] for more details.
Having introduced all this formalism, we now return to line defects. As we have discussed in
Section 3, a line defect L is completely characterized by its framed BPS spectrum Ω(u, γ; q).
This information can be conveniently packed into a generating function associated to L.
For simplicity we now set q = +1. We define the generating function
L =
∑
γ
Ω(u, γ; q = +1) y˜γ , (5.20)
associated to a line defect L. This generating function is constructed in terms of the quiver
variables {y˜} and is the direct algebraic counterpart of the indices 〈L〉′ discussed in Section
3, except that instead of depending on the non trivial functions {Y}, it is written in terms of
the formal variables {y˜}. The framed degeneracies undergo wall-crossings as we cross BPS
walls. Similarly we let the variables {y˜γ} transform with µyk,∓ as we cross the walls. As a
result the two wall-crossing transformation compensate and the formal generating function
L is invariant, just as the indices 〈L〉′ are [27]. Note that in general if we would let mutk
act instead of µyk,+ upon crossing a wall, then the invariance of L would be lost. We will
however see that the operator mutk can be quite useful in studying line defects.
The key observation is that a sequence of quiver mutations acting on the framed quiver
can generate the framed quiver corresponding to a new line operator. For this to happen
the mutation sequence must act as the identity on the underlying unframed quiver, if we
forget the labeling of the nodes, but not on the framed quiver.
Consider now a line defect and the associated framed quiver. To each node of the unframed
quiver we associate the formal variables {y˜γ}. In particular all the results of the previous
sections apply and we can construct the generating function
L =
∑
γ
Ω(u, γ; q = +1) y˜γ , (5.21)
computed for example using the rules of Section 4.3. This generating function is invariant
upon crossing BPS walls. Fix a point u ∈ B in the moduli space and assume that the
spectrum at u is known and consists of finitely many hypermultiplets. Each BPS state
corresponds to a BPS wall, or wall of second kind. Now we claim that a certain sequence
of cluster mutation operators mut has the same effect on (5.21) as a sequence of BPS wall-
crossing corresponding to all the stable BPS particles in the spectrum. More precisely,
consider a sequence of mutations µ = (µi1 , . . . , µik) and assume that the matrix −C(tk) is
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a permutation. In plain words this means that after the sequence of mutations, the quiver
Q is back to itself up to a permutation of the nodes, and that the charges {γj} associated
with the nodes have all changed sign. If this is the case, then the sequence of cluster
mutations mutµ corresponds to the operation of crossing all the BPS walls associated with
the stable BPS particles in the chamber identified by the sequence µ [8, 9, 16, 37, 38]. For
the time being we will assume this result to be true, and will discuss it in full generality
in Section 5.4 using the formalism of quantum cluster algebras. These facts about cluster
algebras are at the core of the mutation method discussed in Section 2.2.
Consider now a sequence of mutations which acts as the identity on the underlying BPS
quiver (such that the matrix −C(tk) is a permutation), but not on the framed quiver.
Assume we are given a certain line defect L whose framed BPS spectrum is known and
written in terms of the generating function L . Since the sequence of mutations µ is such
that −C(tk) is a permutation, the corresponding operator mutµ acts as a sequence of wall-
crossing on the generating function L . However L is invariant under wall-crossing, since
the transformations of the framed degeneracies and of the {y˜} variables compensate each
other. Assuming that this happens after k mutations, we have
L =
∑
γ
Ω(u; γ) y˜γ =
∑
γ′
Ω
new
(u; γ′) y˜γ′ (tk) . (5.22)
The coefficients Ω
new
(u; γ′) are such that, when the mutated variables y˜γ′ (tk) are expressed
in terms of the original variables y˜γ , we recover the original expression L =
∑
γ Ω(u; γ) y˜γ .
Since the framed quiver is not invariant under the mutation sequence (only the underlying
BPS quiver is), the coefficients Ω
new
(u; γ′) are different from the coefficients Ω(u; γ). In
particular the lamination associated to the framing will now intersect new edges of the
triangulations, labelled by the mutated variables y˜γ′(tk). This is a consequence of the
transformation rules under mutations of the generalized adjacency matrix which includes
the information about the shear coordinates of the lamination.
The crucial observation is that we can reinterpret the framed degeneracies Ω
new
(u; γ′) as
the coefficients of the expansion of a new lamination on a new basis of variables y˜γ(tk).
However, since the BPS quiver is invariant under the sequence of mutations (up to a
permutation of the nodes) we can relabel the coordinates y˜γ [i] as y˜γ [i] −→ y˜γ , eventually
up to a permutation. Then, the object we have constructed is the generating function of a
new line operator expressed in the variables of the original BPS quiver. The reason for this
is that as we have seen the framing nodes encode the information of the shear coordinates;
these being coordinates, they are in one to one correspondence with laminations. Therefore
if we relabel the variables corresponding to the mutated quiver, since after the sequence of
mutations the BPS quiver is back to its original form but the framed quiver is not, the new
framed quiver will correspond to a new line defect. More elegantly, instead of relabeling
the coordinates, we will see that we can act on the generating function with the sequence
of mutations inverse to the one giving y˜γ(ti).
More precisely, assume that we are given two line defects L (o) and L (n), and that both
defects are described by two framed quivers Q(o) and Q(n) such that the underlying quiver
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Q is the same. In other words the two framed quivers only differ because of the framing
node. Furthermore assume that the two framed quivers are related by a certain sequence of
i mutations which acts as minus the identity on the basis of charges, schematically µo→n.
In general one would also need a permutation of the nodes; for the time being we consider
the simpler situation where this is not the case. Since the sequence of quiver mutations is
trivial on the BPS quiver, the corresponding muto→n operator corresponds to a sequence of
BPS wall-crossing, as we will show in Section 5.4. As a consequence L (o) is invariant. On
the other hand after the sequence of mutations µo→n, the framed quiver now corresponds
to the line defect L (n), but expanded in the mutated basis y˜γ [i] = mutµo→n y˜γ . Invariance
is expressed as the relation
L (o) (y˜γ) = L
(n) (y˜γ [i]) = L
(n)
(
mutµo→n y˜γ
)
, (5.23)
where we have explicitly indicated the set of {y˜} variables used to compute the generating
functions. We can interpret (5.23) as an equation for the coefficients of the expansion of
L (n) on the variables {y˜γ [ti]}. If however we redefine {y˜γ [i]} −→ {y˜γ}, then we find the
generating function of a new line defect corresponding to the framed quiver Q(n). Instead
of going through the complicated business of solving for the framed degeneracies of L (n)
such that (5.23) holds, we can use the fact that the operator mut is an involution and
write
L (n) (y˜γ) = L
(o)
(
mut−1µo→n y˜γ
)
, (5.24)
where mut−1µo→n is the operator associated to the opposite sequence of mutations µo→n.
In the following we will denote these operations by letting the operator mut act on the
generating functions L .
Let us clarify this formal argument with a concrete example in the A2 theory. Let us
consider a chamber with only two BPS particles, and the line operator given by the
quiver
QL5 =
• L5
zz zz
y˜γ2 • • y˜γ1oo
. (5.25)
The framed spectrum is encoded in L5 =
1
y˜γ2
. We now mutate first at γ1 and then at
γ2. Call the variables y˜γ1 = x and y˜γ2 = y. After the sequence of mutations the unframed
BPS quiver goes back to itself; indeed this sequence corresponds to crossing the BPS
walls determined by the charges γ1 and γ2 in the strong coupling chamber. After the
corresponding mutations, the new variables are
x[2] =
1 + y + x y
x
, (5.26)
y[2] =
1
y + x y
, (5.27)
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and the line operator has the BPS quiver representation
Q′L5 = µ2 µ1 QL5 =
• L5
$$ $$
y[2] •
9999
• x[2]oo
. (5.28)
We can compute the generating function for the line defect L5 in the new mutated coor-
dinates x[2] and y[2], for example using the rules of Section 4, and indeed see that it is
invariant
L5 =
1 + y[2] + x[2] y[2]
x[2]
=
x
1 + y + x y
+
1
y + x y
x
1 + y + x y
+
1
y + x y
=
1
y
. (5.29)
Note that the quiver (5.28) has the same form of the framed BPS quiver corresponding
to the operator L3 in (5.6), except that the nodes correspond to mutated variables; this
means that if we forget the labeling of the nodes, we have QL3 = µ2µ1 Q
L5 . Indeed the
generating function L3 =
1
x +
y
x + y appears in the intermediate steps in (5.29) but in the
mutated variables. This is obvious: the line defect generating function can be computed by
an expansion in the variables corresponding to the nodes, regardless of their labels. On the
other hand, since L5 is invariant upon crossing BPS walls, we find a non trivial statement:
the rules giving the expansion of the line operator in the mutated framed quiver must be
such that in the mutated variables the generating function is the same as in the original
quiver variables. In formulas
mut2,+ mut1,+
(
1
x
+
y
x
+ y
)
= mut2 1,+
(
1
x
+
y
x
+ y
)
=
1
y
. (5.30)
Since the mutated framed quiver correspond to a new line operator upon relabeling the
node variables, we learn that the generating function of the new operator can be guessed
by finding that particular combination of the original cluster variables which, after the
sequence of mutations, reproduces the generating function of the framed degeneracies for
the line defect we started with. Instead of guessing, we can use the fact that mutations are
involutions and simply write down (5.24) explicitly for this case
L3 =
1
x
+
y
x
+ y = mut1,+ mut2,+ (L5) = mut1 2,+
(
1
y
)
. (5.31)
Let us discuss now a more complicated example. In the A4 Argyres-Douglas theory we can
consider the line operator corresponding to the framed BPS quiver
QL(a) =
• L(a)
x • y •oo • z
OOOO
oo • uoo
. (5.32)
We consider for simplicity a chamber with only four states, corresponding to the nodes
of the quiver. By going to the extended quiver shown in figure 8 and using the rules of
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Section 4, one can easily see that the generating function for the line defect of equation
(5.32) is
L(a) = PY G (DMz U Mu U) PGY (DMz U Mu U) = z + u z . (5.33)
Consider now the operator corresponding to the following framed BPS quiver
QL(b) =
• L(b)
$$ $$
x •
4444
y •oo • zoo • uoo
. (5.34)
One can easily see using (5.2) and (2.10), that QL(b) ' (µ4 µ3 µ2 µ1)5 QL(a) . Therefore we
predict that
L(b) = (mut1,+ mut2,+ mut3,+ mut4,+)
5 (z + u z) . (5.35)
A straightforward, if boring, computation gives
(mut1,+ mut2,+ mut3,+ mut4,+)
5 z =
1 + y + y z
y z u
, (5.36)
(mut1,+ mut2,+ mut3,+ mut4,+)
5 u = x + x y + x y z + x y z u , (5.37)
and we end up with
L(b) = 2
y x
u
+ y x +
y z x
u
+ y z x + 2
x
u
+
y x
u z
+2
x
u z
+
x
u y z
+ x +
1
u
+
1
u z
+
1
u y z
. (5.38)
To check this prediction, we can look at the extended quiver for the line operator L(b) in
figure 8, and indeed one can see that
L(b) = PY G (DMx U My U Mz U MuD)PGY (DMx U My U Mz U MuD) , (5.39)
gives the same result as (5.38).
Therefore given a line operator corresponding to a framed quiver QL, we can act with
a sequence of mutations which leaves the underlying quiver Q invariant to obtain a new
framed quiver QL
new
. In general this will involve a permutation Π of the nodes. The new
framed quiver corresponds to a new line defect. The generating function of the new defect is
obtained by applying the opposite sequence of mutations on the cluster variable expansion
of the generating function of the line defect we started with. However in doing this we
must also keep track of the permutation of the nodes and of the associated variables. In
formulas, if
QL
new
= Π µk . . . µ1 Q
L (5.40)
for a permutation Π of the nodes, then we have
L new(y˜γ) = L
(
mutpi(1) · · · mutpi(k) Π y˜γ
)
. (5.41)
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Figure 8. Paths in the extended quiver corresponding to the line defects L(a) and L(b)
We seem to have found an organizing principle in the set of line defects, at least when our
formalism is valid. We define a mutation orbit as the set of line defects generated from a
given defect L by applying the same sequence of mutations. The formalism thus discussed
gives us a first prediction: in theories of class S[su(2)] line defects are organized in mutation
orbits. For example the simple line defects in the A2 Argyres-Douglas theory are listed in
(5.4)-(5.8); it is easy to see that they can all be obtained one from another, for example
with the mut12,+ operator. In a certain sense, the theory contains only one line defect! All
the others can be obtained by mutations (and the non simple defects furthermore generated
by sums). In general the mutation orbits will not contain a finite number of elements. We
will study these families in a series of examples in the next Sections.
5.4 Line defects, quantum mutations and quantum dilogarithm identities
Now we would like to fill a gap in the previous arguments, and show that for a sequence of
mutations which acts as the identity up to a permutation of the nodes and an overall sign
change on the basis of charges, the corresponding operator mut is equivalent to a series of
wall-crossings of BPS walls. We will see that this is indeed a consequence of a well known
fact, established during the proof of the quantum dilogarithm identities associated with the
generalized Donaldson-Thomas invariants. To do this we will need the theory of quantum
cluster algebras [56], see [38, 55] for reviews.
We introduce a set of formal variables Yγ which generate the quantum torus TΓ and obey
the q-commutation relations
Yγi Yγj = q
〈γi,γj〉 Yγi+γj . (5.42)
The sets of variables yγ and y˜γ are recovered in the limit q −→ −1 and q −→ +1 respec-
tively. Quantum mutations act on the quantum torus TΓ variables by adding or removing
“noncommutative” halos. They can be regarded as the composition of a quiver mutation
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and an automorphism given by the adjoint action of the quantum dilogarithm function.
We will also use the notation TQ to stress that the pairing is the one associated with the
quiver Q. In particular, given a quiver Q and its quiver mutation Q(tm), we can construct
the quantum torus TQ(tm). The change of pairing is really just a change in the basis of
charges, and all the quantum tori are isomorphic.
Quiver mutations act as
τk,+ (Yγi) =
{
Y−1γi i = k
Yγi+γk [〈γi,γk〉]+ i 6= k
, (5.43)
when crossing a wall W (γk) in the clockwise order, and
τk,− (Yγi) =
{
Y−1γi i = k
Yγi−γk [〈γi,γk〉]− i 6= k
, (5.44)
when crossing a wall W (−γk) in the counterclockwise order. If we have a quiver mutation
Q(t)
µk−→ Q(t′), then TQ(t′)
τk,−−→ TQ(t) is simply the operator which expresses the basis
of TQ(t′) in terms of the basis of TQ(t). The two operators τk,± are not involutions, but
their square acts on the variables Yγ as a change of basis of the form of a Picard-Lefschetz
transformation (we still speak of involutions even if these are operators between different
quantum tori, since all the quantum tori are isomorphic).
Similarly we consider the following automorphisms, going in the clockwise sense
Ad (E(Yγk)) Yγi = E(Yγk)Yγi E(Yγk)
−1 , (5.45)
and in the counterclockwise sense
Ad
(
E(Y−γk)
−1) Yγi = E(Y−γk)−1 Yγi E(Y−γk) . (5.46)
These automorphism act as operators inducing wall crossing transformations of formal
line defects across BPS walls, as discussed in Section 3. A quantum mutation mutq is
defined as the composition of these transformations. Remarkably [38, 56] the following two
compositions coincide
mutqk = Ad (E(Yγk)) τk,+ = Ad
(
E(Y−γk)
−1) τk,− . (5.47)
Quantum mutations are involutions. In particular given a sequence of quiver mutations
Q(t0)
µi1←−→ Q(t1)
µi2←−→ Q(t2)
µi3←−→ · · · µim←−→ Q(tm) , (5.48)
we have the corresponding operators acting on the quantum tori
TQ(t0)
mutqi1←−−− TQ(t1)
mutqi2←−−− TQ(t2)
mutqi3←−−− · · · mut
q
im←−−−− TQ(tm) . (5.49)
These ideas were made more systematic in [37, 38, 55]. In particular the following holds:
consider a quiver Q and act with a sequence of mutations µ = (µi1 , . . . , µiL) to obtain a
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quiver Q(tL). Let C(tk) be the matrix of c-vectors at the step tk, with k = 0 being the
variable associated with the initial quiver Q. The columns of C(t0) give the basis of BPS
charges {γi} associated with the quiver Q, i.e. i ∈ Q0. Consider now the composition of
quantum mutations
mutqµ ≡ mutqi1 · · ·mut
q
iL
: TQ(tL) −→ TQ(t0) . (5.50)
Then the following quantum separation formula holds
mutqµ = Ad (E(µ)) τi1,1 · · · τiL,L , (5.51)
where the product of quantum dilogarithms E(µ) is defined via the c-vectors at each step
tk as
E(µ) = E(Y1 β1)1 · · ·E(YL βL)L . (5.52)
Consider now the matrix C(tL) computed at the last step of the mutation sequence. If
C(tL) is a permutation matrix, then we have E(µ) = 1 and obtain a quantum dilogarithm
identity. If on the other hand the matrix −C(tL) is a permutation, the product of quantum
dilogarithms E(µ) is the Kontsevich-Soibelman operator of Section 2.4, and contains the
information about the spectrum of the BPS states in a given chamber [8, 9, 16, 37, 38].
This formalism has a more physical interpretation via line defects. We will give a graphical
version of the argument of [27, 57] in terms of framed quivers. Assume that a certain theory
is characterized by a certain BPS quiver, for example derived from an ideal triangulation
via the M5 brane engineering. Consider a certain line defect, physically represented by
a very heavy dyon. Ordinary lighter BPS states can bound and result in non-vanishing
framed BPS degeneracies. The physical system is an arbitrarily complicated collection
of mutually non local particles, bound to a very heavy core state; a rigid analog of the
“supersymmetric galaxy” of [57] in supergravity. This system is graphically represented by
a framed quiver Qf . To this system we can associate a generating function in TQ
L q(Qf ) =
∑
γ
Ω(u, γ; q)Yγ . (5.53)
Assume now that we can find a sequence of quiver mutations (µi1 , · · · , µiL) which leaves the
framed quiver (and not only the underlying BPS quiver!) invariant, up to a permutation
Π of the nodes. That is
µiL · · ·µi1 Qf = ΠQf . (5.54)
Then the corresponding sequence of quantum mutations is the identity on TΓ up to a
permutation. In particular it leaves the generating function L q(Qf ) invariant up to a
permutation:
mutqi1 · · ·mut
q
iL
L q(Qf ) = ΠL q(Qf ) . (5.55)
Now, using the quantum separation formula (5.51) we find that the adjoint action of an
ordered product of quantum dilogarithms acts as the identity on the line defect
Ad
(
E(Y1 β1)1 · · ·E(YL βL)L
)
L q(Qf ) = L q(Qf ) . (5.56)
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The reason for this is that the composition τi1,1 · · · τiL,L Π is by assumption the identity
map TQ(tL)
'−→ TQ(t0). Since the pairing between charges is by assumption non degenerate,
the ordered product itself must act as the identity
E(Y1 β1)1 · · ·E(YL βL)L L q(Qf ) = L q(Qf ) . (5.57)
Since this argument is independent on the particular line defect we are considering, the
following must hold
E(Y1 β1)1 · · ·E(YL βL)L = 1 , (5.58)
which is indeed a quantum dilogarithm identity [38].
For example, the following graphical identity holds for a line operator in the A2 Argyres-
Douglas theory:
µ1 µ2 µ1 µ2 µ1
• L1
2 • • 1oo
````
=
• L1
1 • • 2oo
````
= Π1↔2
• L1
2 • • 1oo
````
. (5.59)
If we associate the variables y˜1 and y˜2 to the two quiver nodes, it is easy to compute the
c-vectors (and done for example in [38])
β1 = γ1 , β2 = γ2, , β3 = −γ1, , β4 = −γ1 − γ2, , β5 = −γ2 , (5.60)
and the tropical sign sequece (+,+,−,−,−). Indeed in this way one recovers the pentagon
identity (2.26)
E(Yγ1) E(Yγ2)E(Yγ1)−1 E(Yγ1+γ2)−1 E(Yγ2)−1 = 1 . (5.61)
On the other hand, consider now the case where the sequence of quiver mutations acts as
minus a permutation on the basis of BPS states {γi}. In this case, the same arguments
apply almost verbatim, and the result is that E(µ) is the Kontsevich-Soibelman operator.
Assume we can find two mutation sequences µ and µ′ such that both act as minus a
permutation, and that their action differ by a permutation. By slight abuse of language,
let’s say µ = µ′ Π. Then
mutqµL
q(Qf ) = mutq
µ′ ΠL
q(Qf ) , (5.62)
for any line defect L q(Qf ). This implies
Ad (E(µ)) L q(Qf ) = Ad
(
E(µ′)
)
L q(Qf ) , (5.63)
or equivalently the Kontsevich-Soibelman wall-crossing formula
E(µ) = E(µ′) . (5.64)
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Equation (5.63) implies that the sequence of quantum mutations mutqµ acts as conjugation
by the Kontsevich-Soibelman operator, up to a permutation and an overall sign change in
the basis of charges. In other words this sequence of quantum mutations is the operator
which corresponds to the crossing of all the BPS walls corresponding to the BPS stable
states in a given chamber. The chamber is identified by the order of the sequence of
mutations µ. Take now the q −→ +1 limit. In this limit the quantum mutation operator
mutqk reduces to the classical mutation operator mutk acting on the commuting variables
{y˜γ}. In particular conjugation by the quantum dilogarithm E(Yγ) reduces to ordinary
wall-crossing transformation (5.10), adding or removing halos as appropriate. We conclude
that acting with the sequence of mutations mutµ on the {y˜}, with µ as above, indeed
coincides with crossing all the BPS walls corresponding to the stable BPS spectrum. This
is what we wanted to show, thus proving the claims of Section 5.3.
It would be interesting to extend these arguments to string theory on local threefolds.
The dynamics of BPS states on singular toric Calabi-Yau is similarly described by framed
quivers [40]. This situation is technically more challenging since the relevant quivers are
not mutation finite [41].
Finally one remark about conventions. We could have equivalently defined quantum mu-
tations by composing with Ad−1. In this case the same discussion applies word by word;
the result would have given wall-crossing formula with the orientation of the operators
reversed. This corresponds to the two different conventions in defining the Kontsevich-
Soibelman automorphisms. Similar remarks apply for the operators mutk,+ and mutk,−.
In this paper we are using the conventions of [27] for the mutation sequences; to change
conventions the reader simply has to find a sequence of quiver mutations which gener-
ate the BPS spectrum in her conventions, and then compose quiver mutations with the
wall-crossing transformation to obtain the operators mut.
5.5 Tropical variables and IR labels
At this stage we would like to add a brief comment about the IR labels attached to the
line defects. In the UV line defects are typically labelled by an appropriate sub-lattice of
the co-character lattice ΛG for a lagrangian field theory with structure group G. It was
argued in [27] that the appropriate IR label can be extracted from the asymptotic behavior
of the expansion (3.17) of the vacuum expectation value 〈L〉 in the Darboux coordinates
associated with the WKB triangulation. More practically one considers the R −→ ∞
and ζ −→ 0 asymptotics of the functions Yγ , in the notation of [27]. The leading term
in the expansion of 〈L〉 is associated with a certain charge γt which is called the tropical
label. This label depends on the IR parameters and undergoes wall-crossings upon crossing
anti-BPS walls, defined as the locus where the leading behavior of 〈L〉 can change
W (γ) = {(u, ζ) | Zγ(u)/ζ ∈ iR+ and Ω(γ;u) 6= 0} . (5.65)
Due to the relation between the triangulation of surfaces and cluster algebras, it is natural
to wonder if there is room in our formalism for such labels. Indeed it is so, although the
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relation is not quite direct. To mimic the correct asymptotic behavior of the Y functions,
we have to introduce a modified tropical sum ⊕ˆ∏
i∈Q0
y˜aii ⊕ˆ
∏
i∈Q0
y˜bii =
∏
i∈Q0
y˜
max(ai,bi)
i , (5.66)
which involves the max function and not the min as in (5.16). This is simply because
we have to extract the leading behavior as the functions Y −→ ∞. The two addition
operations are related by
∏
i∈Q0
y˜aii ⊕ˆ
∏
i∈Q0
y˜bii =
∏
i∈Q0
y˜−aii ⊕
∏
i∈Q0
y˜−bii
−1 , (5.67)
and therefore the tropical labels of [27] can indeed be extracted from the tropical limit of
our y˜ variables. That the relation is not direct is expected, since tropical labels are not
expected to jump at BPS walls, but at anti-BPS walls. Note that in the central charge
plane, the location of an anti-BPS wall is at a pi2 rotation respect to the BPS ray. Similarly
their behavior is regulated by a WKB triangulation with angle χ = θ − pi2 , as discussed in
[27].
We can push the formalism a bit further and use an appropriate quiver to study the tropical
labels of line defects. One can indeed think of the anti-BPS walls as themselves associated
with nodes of a particular quiver. Since the anti-BPS walls are at a pi/2 angle respect to
the BPS walls, we get a copy of the original quiver; however the physical interpretation
is different. The anti-BPS walls “spectrum” can be generated by mutations starting from
this quiver. Again we can apply all the formalism of cluster algebras, but this time we take
the tropical limit with ⊕ˆ. We call this quiver the tropical quiver Qtrop. The formalism
of Sections 5.3 and 5.4 goes through and we can now study wall-crossing of the tropical
charges by studying mutations of Qtrop.
Consider now a theory where there is a simple line operator given directly by a cluster
coordinate and not by a sum of monomials, such as the theories in the Ap series. We can
then obtain other line defects by applying the operators mut in the appropriate sequence.
Then the tropical labels of the new defects, are the c-vectors of the quiver Qtrop, in the order
obtained from the mut-sequence, where now the c-vectors are computed with ⊕ˆ.
Note that because of (5.67), we could also just invert all the cluster variables {y˜γ}, by
changing what we mean by particle and anti-particle. The resulting cluster algebras are
isomorphic, if we also oppose the quiver. Therefore the tropical labels of [27], will appear as
c-vectors of Qop up to a sign, where we take the tropical limit with ⊕. We have verified this
explicitly in a few cases. This support the conclusions of [27] that every stable BPS state γ
(indeed obtained as a c-vector from Q) will appear as a tropical label (since the c-vectors
of Qop are the same, up to a sign). On the other hand, we also expect line defects whose
generating function cannot be obtained from a single initial cluster variable by applying
a sequence of operators mut; this means that all the elements in the mutation orbit are
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non trivial sums of monomials in the initial cluster variables. Of course, we can always
compute the tropical label of these defects directly. We consider this discussion only as an
aside comment, and hope to return to the relation between tropical labels of line operators
and tropical limits of cluster algebras in the future.
5.6 Admissible framings
As we have already explained we are not interested in any lamination. Laminations repre-
senting line operators must obey certain conditions. So far we have considered the following
problem: given a line defect represented as a lamination on a Riemann surface, how to ob-
tain its framed quiver. Assuming the framed spectrum of the latter is known (computed
for example from the Leavitt paths on the extended quiver), we can then generate algo-
rithmically further line defects via mutations. However it would be interesting to consider
the opposite problem: which framings correspond to physical line defects. We call these
admissible framings. The reason one is interested in this problem is that if it were possible
to give a purely algebraic characterization of line defects in terms of quiver framing, one
could construct line defects for more general theories, which are not associated with an
ideal triangulation of a Riemann surface. Indeed, since BPS quivers are not necessarily
associated with Riemann curves but are a more general framework, one can hope the same
to be true for our framings. Indeed if one thinks of a line defect as an infinitely heavy
dyon, it looks like it would always be possible to express the low energy dynamics of the
system in term of a framed quiver. For recent work in this direction see [31].
Unfortunately such a characterization is combinatorially very tricky even in the case of
simple quivers arising from ideal triangulations. The method of framed quivers is not very
efficient in this respect. What we can do very easily is to generate admissible framings,
as complicated as they come, starting from a known one and applying quiver mutations.
Therefore the best strategy, if a quiver is derived from an ideal triangulation, is to use a bit
of geometric intuition to construct a physical line defect on the extended quiver, translate
this into an admissible framing using the discussion of Section 5.2 and then generate new
admissible framings by quiver mutations.
While this strategy works for quivers corresponding to theories of class S[su(2)], one would
need a different approach for more general theories. In Sections 8.1 and 8.2 we will discuss
a series of gluing rules to generate new framing by cut and join operations on the framed
quivers. Again we will derive these rules for theories of class S[su(2)], but the logic behind
them seems to be more general and apply to any quiver. Unfortunately the analysis would
have to be done on a case by case basis.
6 Argyres-Douglas superconformal theories
In this Section we exemplify the formalism developed so far by looking at line defects in
superconformal theories of Argyres-Douglas type. Theories of this type are obtained by a
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certain scaling limit from P1 with regular punctures. The quadratic differential is of the
form
λ2 =
P
(1)
2n+2(z)
(P
(2)
n+3)
2
(dz)2 , (6.1)
and has only second order poles at the punctures. Here P
(i)
k is a polynomial of degree k.
In the aforementioned scaling limit, certain zeros of P
(2)
n+3 collide and give rise to irregu-
lar singularities. These theories are associated with BPS quivers of the form of a Dynkin
graph, and mutations thereof. They are complete and vector-less and have an ADE clas-
sification. They always have a minimal chamber, whose stable BPS states correspond to
the simple roots of the corresponding Lie algebra, and a maximal chamber whose stable
states correspond to the positive roots [16].
6.1 Example: A3 theory reprised
Now we are going to use the results in 4.3 to generate other line defects in the A3 Argyres-
Douglas superconformal theory. Recall that in 4.3 we used paths in the extended quiver
to write down the framed BPS spectrum of three line defects as an expansion over formal
variables associated with the nodes. More precisely we could associate to a lamination an
element of the Leavitt path algebra LAQ˜ constructed from the extended quiver Q˜. Now
we would like to use the framed BPS quiver formalism to generate other line defects via
cluster mutations.
Consider a chamber with three states γ1, γ2 and γ3 with 〈γ1, γ2〉 = +1 and 〈γ2, γ3〉 = +1,
and write the associated variables x = yγ3 , y = yγ2 and z = yγ1 . The BPS quiver is
x • • yoo • zoo . (6.2)
Consider now the line operator we called Lc11 in Section 4.3 and whose framed spectrum is
L c11 = z. Its framed BPS quiver is
• Lc11
x • • yoo • zoo
bbbb
. (6.3)
We now mutate on the nodes, starting from x, then y and finally z
µzµyµx

• Lc11
x • • yoo • zoo
bbbb
 '
• Lc13
$$ $$
x • • y
OOOO
oo • zoo
, (6.4)
and generate the new line operator Lc13 (we have chosen the labeling to uniformize with
[27]). Its framed BPS spectrum its therefore L c13 = mutx,+ muty,+ mutz,+L
c1
1 = y+
y
z +
1
z ,
as can be confirmed by looking at the corresponding path in the extended quiver. We can
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act again on the new line defect with the same mutation sequence and generate another
line defect, and so on. We find
• Lc13
$$ $$
x • • y
OOOO
oo • zoo
µz µy µx
=⇒
• Lc15
 
x •
::::
• yoo • zoo
(6.5)
µz µy µx
=⇒
• Lc17
zz zz
x • • yoo • zoo
µz µy µx
=⇒
• Lc19
x •
::::
• yoo • zoo
(6.6)
µz µy µx
=⇒
• Lc111
$$ $$
x • • yoo • zoo
µz µy µx
=⇒
• Lc11
x • • yoo • z
dddd
oo
. (6.7)
We see that at the end we have returned to the line defect we started with: indeed we see
that line defects come in cluster mutation orbits! Of course all of these statements have
a geometrical counterpart from the point of view of the triangulation associated with the
BPS quiver. Applying our algorithm to compute the framed BPS spectra, we see
L c15 = mutx,+ muty,+ mutz,+ L
c1
3 = x +
x
y
+
1
y
, (6.8)
L c17 = mutx,+ muty,+ mutz,+ L
c1
5 =
1
x
, (6.9)
L c19 = mutx,+ muty,+ mutz,+ L
c1
7 = x + x y + x y z , (6.10)
L c111 = mutx,+ muty,+ mutz,+ L
c1
9 =
1
x y z
+
1
y z
+
1
z
. (6.11)
These results agree with Section 10.2 of [27] (we have chosen the same labeling for the line
defects).
To further exemplify our methods, we now turn to a different chamber and a different
quiver description. Consider the BPS quiver
x • • yoo // • z . (6.12)
We have chosen a chamber with four states γ1, γ2, γ3 (which again label the three nodes
and will again be denoted by z = yγ1 , y = yγ2 and x = yγ3) and γ1 + γ2, univoquely
characterized by argZγ3 < argZγ2 < argZγ1 . The defect which we called Lc32 in figure 4
is represented by the framed BPS quiver
• L
x • • yoo //
OOOO
• z
. (6.13)
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Consider now the sequence of mutations µx µz µy µz (where µz acts first), which is the same
sequence used to generate the spectrum. The BPS quiver is invariant under this operation,
only after a permutation of the labels z and y, which we will call Πzy. We use this operator
to generate new defects
• Lc32
x • • yoo //
OOOO
• z
Πzyµxzyz
=⇒
• Lc36
 
x • • yoo // • z
(6.14)
Πzyµxzyz
=⇒
• Lc34
 
x •
;;;;
• yoo // • z
bbbb Πzyµxzyz
=⇒
• Lc32
x • • yoo //
OOOO
• z
. (6.15)
According to our prescription, we can obtain the framed degeneracies by applying the ap-
propriate mutation sequence on 〈Lc32 〉. Taking into account the permutation, we find
L c36 = mutpi(x),+ mutpi(z),+ mutpi(y),+ mutpi(z),+ Πzy y = muty,+ mutz,+ muty,+ mutx,+ z
=
1
y
+
1
x y
+
1
y z
+
1
x y z
, (6.16)
L c34 = muty,+ mutz,+ muty,+ mutx,+ (L
c3
6 |z↔y)
=
1
y
+
x
y
+ x +
z
y
+
x z
y
+ z + 2 x z + x y z . (6.17)
These results agree with [27] up to cluster transformations.
The main lesson we have learned is that if we somehow know the framed spectrum of a
line defect, we can use the framed BPS quiver formalism to generate other line defects.
We see that line defects come in families, which we have called mutation orbits, obtained
by repeatedly applying a sequence of mutations on a starting defect. Further ahead in
this paper, we will discuss gluing rules for framed BPS quivers, and will learn how to glue
together framed sub-quivers to obtain a line operator in a new theory. The combination
of gluing rules to construct defects in quantum field theories from known defects in sub-
theories (or decoupled limits) and of the framed BPS quiver formalism, allow us in principle
to generate a large class of line defects.
6.2 The D4 superconformal theory
Consider now the Argyres-Douglas D4 theory. This theory can be engineered by compact-
ifying the (2, 0) superconformal theory on a sphere C = P1 with a regular puncture and
an irregular singularity of order p = 2 + c = 6. Quivers for theories in the D-series have
6g − 6 + 3 + c + 3 = c nodes, the number of marked points associated with the irregular
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Figure 9. Paths in the extended quiver corresponding to the line defects LD41 and L
D4
3 .
singularity. The framed BPS quiver
• x2
""• x3
||
• x4oo
• x1
, (6.18)
represents a chamber with four states γ1, γ2, γ3 and γ4 with argZγ4 > argZγ2 > argZγ3 >
argZγ1 and to each node we associate the variables xi = yγi . We will now consider the two
line defects depicted in Figure 9. The associated framed indices are
L D41 = PY G (DMx2DMx3UMx4D) PGY (U Mx1U Mx3U Mx4D) =
√
x2√
x1 x4
, (6.19)
L D43 = PGY (DMx4 U) PY G (DMx4 U) = x4 . (6.20)
We can generate other defects using the framed BPS quiver formalism. Firstly we construct
the framed quivers associated with the line defects of figure 9 using the sink-source rules
described in Section 5.2 and in figure 7. Let us begin with LD41 . The mutation orbit of
these defect consists only in another element LD42
• x2
!!
•LD41
 • x3
<<
||
• x4oo
• x1
µx1µx3µx2µx4
=⇒
• x2
!!
•LD42oo
• x3
||
• x4oo
OO
• x1
HH
, (6.21)
and from the framed BPS quiver we see
L D42 = mutx4,+mutx2,+mutx3,+mutx1,+
(√
x2√
x1
1
x4
)
=
(√
x1√
x2
x4
)
. (6.22)
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The cluster orbit of LD43 has period 4
• x2
!!
•LD43
• x3
||
• x4oo
OOOO
• x1
µx1µx3µx2µx4
=⇒
• x2
!!
•LD44
 • x3
||
• x4oo
• x1
µx1µx3µx2µx4
=⇒
• x2
""•LD45
OOOO
• x3
||
• x4oo
• x1
OOOO
µx1µx3µx2µx4
=⇒
• x2
!!
•LD46
 • x3
<<<<
||
• x4oo
• x1
,
and the framed BPS spectrum is obtained by mutations from LD43
L D44 = mutx4,+mutx2,+mutx3,+mutx1,+ x4 =
1
x4
+
1
x3 x4
+
1
x4 x3 x1
, (6.23)
L D45 = (mutx4,+mutx2,+mutx3,+mutx1,+)
2 x4
= x1 +
1
x2
+ 2
x1
x2
+ x1 x3 +
x1 x3
x2
+
1
x2 x3
+
x1
x2 x3
+
x1 x4
x2
+x1 x3 x4 +
x1 x3 x4
x2
, (6.24)
L D46 = (mutx4,+mutx2,+mutx3,+mutx1,+)
3 x4 = x3 + x2 x3 +
1
x4
+
x3
x4
+
x2 x3
x4
. (6.25)
7 SU(2) gauge theories
We will now discuss the framed BPS quivers for SU(2) with matter, reproducing and
extending the results of [27]. Again we aim to show how to use our methods, and not
towards a complete classification of defects. In the simplest case of pure super Yang-Mills,
the curve C is a P1 with two ideal boundaries, each with a marked point. The quadratic
differential looks like
λ2 =
(
Λ2
z3
+
2u
z2
+
Λ2
z
)
(dz)2 , (7.1)
Λ being the strong coupling scale. Adding massive flavors corresponds to regular singu-
larities on C, whose residue of the Seiberg-Witten differential is precisely the mass. The
appropriate curves and triangulations were discussed at length in [5].
The corresponding BPS quiver have all the form [7–9]
•γi1
""
· · · · · · · · · •γiNf
tt• γ1 //// • γ2
jj
;;
, (7.2)
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and mutations thereof. The number nodes γik corresponds to the number of flavors. It will
be sometime useful to use a mutation equivalent form of this quivers.
7.1 Pure SU(2)
The case of pure SU(2) was studied in detail in [27] and already discussed in Section
2.4. We will use it as a warm up, to exemplify our methods. The idea is to start with
a very simple line defect, for example such that its framed BPS spectrum is given by a
single {y˜γ} variable, and then obtain new line defects by applying appropriate sequences
of mutations. The SU(2) quiver has only two nodes, labelled by γ1 and γ2 and we label
the corresponding variables as y˜γ1 = x1 and y˜γ2 = x2. It is easy to see, using the formalism
developed in Section 4.3, that the generating function of the defect L
SU(2)
0,−2 is simply given
by 1x2 . Therefore we can start from this defect, and start applying the mutation sequence
µx2 x1 . We obtain
•LSU(2)0,−2
2
##• x1 //// • x2
µx2µx1
=⇒
•LSU(2)−4,2
4
{{• x1 //// • x2
2
cc
(7.3)
µx2µx1
=⇒
•LSU(2)−8,6
8
{{• x1 //// • x2
6
cc µx2µx1
=⇒
•LSU(2)−12,10
12
{{• x1 //// • x2
10
cc
. (7.4)
The framed BPS spectrum can be generated via the operator mutx1 x2,+
L
SU(2)
0,−2 =
1
x2
, (7.5)
L
SU(2)
−4,2 =
(
x22(x1 + 1) + 2 x2 + 1
)2
x32 x
2
1
, (7.6)
L
SU(2)
−8,6 =
(
x42(x1 + 1)
3 + 2 x32
(
x21 + 3 x1 + 2
)
+ 3 x22(x1 + 2) + 4 x2 + 1
)2
x52 x
4
1
(7.7)
L
SU(2)
−12,10 =
1
x72 x
6
1
(
x62(x1 + 1)
5 + 2 x52(x1 + 1)
3(x1 + 3) + 3 x
4
2
(
x31 + 6 x
2
1 + 10 x1 + 5
)
+4 x32
(
x21 + 5 x1 + 5
)
+ 5 x22(x1 + 3) + 6 x2 + 1
)2
. (7.8)
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Consider now the sequence of mutations
•LSU(2)0,−2
2
##• x1 //// • x2
µx1µx2
=⇒
•LSU(2)0,2
• x1 //// • x2
2
cc
(7.9)
µx1µx2
=⇒
•LSU(2)−4,6
4
{{• x1 //// • x2
6
cc µx1µx2
=⇒
•LSU(2)−8,10
8
{{• x1 //// • x2
10
cc
. (7.10)
In this sequence we have inverted the order of the mutations. If we choose to remain in
the strong coupling chamber, then this sequence corresponds to a mutation operator which
crosses BPS walls in the counterclockwise direction5. The corresponding line operators are
obtained by applying to L
SU(2)
0,−2 the mutation mutx2 x1,−, giving
L
SU(2)
0,2 = x2 (x1 + 1)
2 , (7.11)
L
SU(2)
−4,6 =
(
x22(x1 + 1)
3 + 2 x2(x1 + 1) + 1
)2
x2 x21
, (7.12)
L
SU(2)
−8,10 =
1
x32 x
4
1
(
x42(x1 + 1)
5 + 4 x32(x1 + 1)
3 + 3 x22
(
x21 + 3 x1 + 2
)
+2 x2(x1 + 2) + 1
)2
. (7.13)
Similarly we can start with the line defect L
SU(2)
2,0
•LSU(2)2,0
• x1
2
;;
//// • x2
µx2µx1
=⇒
•LSU(2)−2,0
2
{{• x1 //// • x2
(7.14)
µx2µx1
=⇒
•LSU(2)−6,4
6
{{• x1 //// • x2
4
cc µx2µx1
=⇒
•LSU(2)−10,8
10
{{• x1 //// • x2
8
cc
, (7.15)
5However it turns out that this is immaterial due to the symmetries of the quiver and we could have
used mutx2 x1,+
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and obtain
L
SU(2)
2,0 = x1 , (7.16)
L
SU(2)
−2,0 =
1 + 2 x2 + x
2
2
x22 x1
, (7.17)
L
SU(2)
−6,4 =
(
x32(x1 + 1)
2 + x22(2 x1 + 3) + 3 x2 + 1
)2
x42 x
3
1
, (7.18)
L
SU(2)
−10,8 =
1
x62 x
5
1
(
x52(x1 + 1)
4 + x42(x1 + 1)
2(2 x1 + 5) + x
3
2
(
3 x21 + 12 x1 + 10
)
+2 x22(2 x1 + 5) + 5 x2 + 1
)2
. (7.19)
via the operator mutx1 x2,+. Mutatis mutandis, the sequence
•LSU(2)2,0
• x1
2
;;
//// • x2
µx1µx2
=⇒
•LSU(2)−2,4
2
{{• x1 //// • x2
4
cc
(7.20)
µx1µx2
=⇒
•LSU(2)−6,8
6
{{• x1 //// • x2
8
cc µx1µx2
=⇒
•LSU(2)−10,12
10
{{• x1 //// • x2
12
cc
, (7.21)
produces via the operator mutx2 x1,− the framed spectrum
L
SU(2)
−2,4 =
(
x2(x1 + 1)
2 + 1
)2
x1
, (7.22)
L
SU(2)
−6,8 =
(
x32(x1 + 1)
4 + 3 x22(x1 + 1)
2 + x2(2 x1 + 3) + 1
)2
x22 x
3
1
, (7.23)
L
SU(2)
−10,12 =
1
x42 x
5
1
(
x52(x1 + 1)
6 + 5 x42(x1 + 1)
4 + 2 x32(2 x1 + 5)(x1 + 1)
2
+x22
(
3 x21 + 12 x1 + 10
)
+ x2(2 x1 + 5) + 1
)2
. (7.24)
These results agree with Section 10.3 of [27] upon relabeling x2 = Y and x1 = X. Note
that the procedure is completely algorithmic.
From the extended quiver we see that there is another type of line defect that we can
study, namely the one corresponding to the closed path ex1 a
(1)
x1x2 ex2(a
(2)
x1x2)
−1ex1 , where the
distinction between the two arrows a
(1)
x1x2 and a
(2)
x1x2 is immaterial. Since the path is closed,
we are computing the trace
L
SU(2)
◦ = Tr (Mx1 DMx2 U) =
√
x1 x2 +
1√
x1 x2
+
√
x2
x1
. (7.25)
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The corresponding framed BPS quiver is
•LSU(2)◦
{{• x1 //// • x2
dd
, (7.26)
and it is the unique element in its mutation class.
7.2 SU(2) with Nf = 1
We will now discuss other examples, in the case when SU(2) Yang-Mills is coupled to a
massive flavor particle. We start by considering a chamber in the moduli space where the
theory is described by the quiver
• γ3
""• γ1 //
<<
• γ2
. (7.27)
If we choose the ordering argZγ1 > argZγ3 > argZγ2 then the only three stable BPS
states are the simple representations associated with the charges γ1, γ2 and γ3. The
spectrum in this chamber is generated by µ231,+. Again we choose the labels xi = y˜γi , with
i = 1, 2, 3.
Let us begin by considering the defect
•LNf=12,0,0 • x3
!!• x1
2
cc
//
==
• x2
. (7.28)
Again we label the defects by their arrow structure as L
Nf=1
bγ1 ,bγ2 ,bγ3
. The corresponding
framed BPS generating function is L
Nf=1
2,0,0 = x1. This is easy to see by using the dictionary
of Section 5.2 to express the line defect as an element of the Leavitt path algebra associated
with the extended quiver.
Now starting from this generating function, we will generate other line defects. Consider
iterated actions of the mutation sequence µ231 = µx2 µx3 µx1 beginning at node x1
•LNf=12,0,0 • x3
!!• x1
2
cc
//
==
• x2
µ231
=⇒
•LNf=1−2,0,0
2
##
• x3
!!• x1 //
==
• x2
µ231
=⇒
•LNf=1−4,4,−2 2 //
4
$$
• x3
!!• x1 //
==
• x2
4
kk
µ231
=⇒
•LNf=1−8,6,0
8
##
• x3
!!• x1 //
==
• x2
6
kk
.(7.29)
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This mutation orbit contains infinite elements. The first ones are obtained by applying the
operator mutx1x3x2,+ and read
L
Nf=1
−2,0,0 =
1
x1x22 x3
+
2
x1x2x3
+
1
x1x2
+
1
x1x3
+
1
x1
,
L
Nf=1
−4,4,−2 =
1
x21 x
3
2 x
3
3
(x2(x3 + 1)((x1 + 1)x2 x3 + x2 + 2) + 1)
× (x2 (x2 (x2(x1x3 + x3 + 1)2 + x3(x1(x3 + 2) + x3 + 4) + 3)+ 2 x3 + 3)+ 1)
L
Nf=1
−8,6,0 =
1
x41 x
5
2 x
4
3
[
x2(x3 + 1)
(
x2
(
x2(x1x3 + x3 + 1)
(
x2(x1x3 + x3 + 1)
2 ,
+2(x1 + 2)x3 + 4
)
+ 3(x1 + 2)x3 + 6
)
+ 4
)
+ 1
]
×
[
x2
(
x2
(
x22(x1x3 + x3 + 1)
3 + x2(x3(x1(x3 + 2) + x3 + 5) + 4)(x1x3 + x3 + 1)
+x3(2 x1x3 + 3 x1 + 3 x3 + 9) + 6
)
+ 3 x3 + 4
)
+ 1
]
. (7.30)
Similarly we can consider the defect
• x3
!!
•LNf=10,−2,0
2
{{• x1 //
==
• x2
, (7.31)
whose generating function is simply L
Nf=1
0,−2,0 =
1
x2
, and follow the mutation sequence
• x3
!!
•LNf=10,−2,0
2
{{• x1 //
==
• x2
µ231
=⇒
• x3
!!
•LNf=1−2,2,−22oo
2
ss• x1 //
==
• x2
2
::
µ231
=⇒
• x3
!!
•LNf=1−6,4,0
6
ss• x1 //
==
• x2
4
;; µ231
=⇒
• x3
!!
•LNf=1−8,8,−22oo
8
ss• x1 //
==
• x2
8
::
.(7.32)
Also this mutation orbit contains infinite elements. By using again the operator mut132,+
we obtain
L
Nf=1
−2,2,−2 =
(x2x3 + x2 + 1)
(
x2x3(x1x2 + x2 + 1) + (x2 + 1)
2
)
x1 x22 x
2
3
L
Nf=1
−6,4,0 =
1
x31 x
4
2 x
3
3
(
x2(x3 + 1)
(
x2
(
x2(x1x3 + x3 + 1)
2 + (2 x1 + 3)x3 + 3
)
+ 3
)
+ 1
)
× (x2 (x2 (x2(x1x3 + x3 + 1)2 + x3(x1(x3 + 2) + x3 + 4) + 3)+ 2 x3 + 3)+ 1)
L
Nf=1
−8,8,−2 =
1
x41 x
5
2 x
5
3[
x2(x3 + 1)
(
x2
(
x2(x1x3 + x3 + 1)
(
x2(x1x3 + x3 + 1)
2 + 2(x1 + 2)x3 + 4
)
+3(x1 + 2)x3 + 6
)
+ 4
)
+ 1
]
[
x2
(
x2
(
x32(x1x3 + x3 + 1)
4 + x22(x3(x1(x3 + 2) + x3 + 6) + 5)(x1x3 + x3 + 1)
2
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+x2
(
2(x1 + 1)(x1 + 2)x
3
3 + 3(x1(x1 + 6) + 6)x
2
3 + 12(x1 + 2)x3 + 10
)
+3(x1 + 2)x
2
3 + 4(x1 + 4)x3 + 10
)
+ 4 x3 + 5
)
+ 1
]
. (7.33)
Computing these operators by direct means would have been quite challenging; in particular
L
Nf=1
−8,8,−2 contains over a thousand terms. Our algorithm can be easily implemented on any
symbolic computation software and these results are immediate.
As a further example, consider the two line operators, connected by the mutation sequence
µ231
• x3
!!
•LNf=10,1,−1oo
• x1 //
==
• x2
;; µ231
=⇒
•LNf=1−1,0,+1
$$
• x3
!!
oo
• x1 //
==
• x2
.
(7.34)
By using the dictionary of Section 5.2, one can easily see that L
Nf=1
0,1,−1 corresponds to the
Leavitt path algebra element eY aY γ1eγ1aγ1γ2eγ2a
−1
γ2γ3eγ3aγ3GeG (this operator corresponds
to an open lamination which encircles one of the boundaries of the annulus and has both
ends on the other) out of which we compute the generating function L
Nf=1
0,1,−1 =
√
x1 x2
x3
.
Then
L
Nf=1
−1,0,+1 = mutx1x3x2,+L
Nf=1
0,1,−1 =
√
x3
x1 x2
, (7.35)
and these operators are the only elements in the mutation orbit. As a check of our formal-
ism, we can consider a different mutation sequence, starting again from the same operator
L
Nf=1
0,1,−1. For example
• x3
!!
•LNf=10,1,−1oo
• x1 //
==
• x2
;; µ2321
=⇒
• x3 • LˆNf=1−1,1,0
ss• x1 //
==
• x2
;;aa
.
(7.36)
The second unframed quiver has the same form as the first one if we exchange the labels
of the nodes x2 and x3. If we do this exchange, we find that Lˆ
Nf=1
−1,1,0|2↔3 = LNf=1−1,0,+1.
Consistency of the formalism developed in Section 5.3 requires that
L
Nf=1
−1,0,+1 = mut1323,+
(
L
Nf=1
0,1,−1
)
|x2↔x3 =
√
x3
x1 x2
, (7.37)
which is indeed true. In other words as long as the unframed quiver goes back to itself
up to a permutation of the labels of the nodes, our formalism produces the same results.
This is clear physically: changing the mutation sequence simply corresponds to changing
chamber. For example the mutation sequence µ231 is associated with a stability condition
Z which produces a chamber with the three states (γ1, γ2, γ3). On the other hand if the
mutation sequence is µ2321, we find the states (γ1, γ2, γ2 + γ3, γ3) (in order of decreasing
argZ). The fact that we find the same result in both chambers is just a manifestation of
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the wall-crossing invariance of the generating functions L . In particular the number of
line defects in a given mutation orbit is independent on where we are in the moduli space,
in accordance with our expectations from physical reasoning.
7.3 SU(2) with Nf = 2
We will now show some other examples in the case where we couple Yang-Mills to two
flavors. We choose a chamber were the theory is described by the BPS quiver
• γ3
||• γ1 //// • γ2
bb
||• γ4
bb . (7.38)
We fix the chamber by choosing an appropriate stability condition, corresponding to the
mutation sequence µ4313424321,+ (µ1,+ acts first). In this chamber the Donaldson-Thomas
invariant is
E(Yγ1)E(Yγ2)E(Yγ1+γ2+γ3)E(Yγ1+γ2+γ4)E(Y2γ1+γ2+γ3+γ4)E(Yγ1+γ3)
×E(Yγ1+γ4)E(Yγ1+γ3+γ4)E(Yγ3)E(Yγ4) . (7.39)
We have chosen a complicated sequence on purpose, to illustrate the power of the formal-
ism.
We start with the operator L
Nf=2
+2,0,0,0
•LNf=2+2,0,0,0 • x3
}}• x1
2
dd
//// • x2
aa
||• x4
bb
, (7.40)
where again we use the notation L
Nf=2
bγ1 ,bγ2 ,bγ3 ,bγ4
to denote a generic line defect. By using
the rules of Section 5.2 we associate to this defect the Leavitt path algebra element(
eY aY γ3eγ3aγ3γ1eγ1a
−1
γ1γ4eγ4a
−1
Gγ4
eG , eGaGγ3eγ3aγ3γ1eγ1a
−1
γ1γ4eγ4a
−1
Y γ4
eY
)
, (7.41)
and using the rules of Section 4.3, the generating function
L
Nf=2
+2,0,0,0 = x1 (1 + x3) (1 + x4) . (7.42)
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Now we begin to generate new line defects by applying the aforementioned sequence of
mutations
•LNf=2+2,0,0,0 • x3
zz• x1
2
OO
//// • x2
aa
||• x4
ee
µ4313424321
=⇒
•LNf=2−2,0,0,0
2

• x3
zz• x1 //// • x2
aa
||• x4
ee
µ4313424321
=⇒
•LNf=2−2,0,2,2
2

• x3
zz
2
oo
• x1 //// • x2
aa
||• x4
ee 2
[[
µ4313424321
=⇒
•LNf=2−6,4,0,0
6

• x3
zz• x1 //// • x2
4
ii aa
||• x4
ee
.(7.43)
Now we compute the corresponding generating functions by applying the mutation operator
mutx1x2x3x4x2x4x3x1x3x4,+ iteratively
L
Nf=2
−2,0,0,0 =
(x2x3 + x3 + 1)(x2x4 + x4 + 1)
x1 x22 x3 x4
,
L
Nf=2
−2,0,2,2 =
(x2x3(x1x2 + x2 + 2) + x2 + x3 + 1)(x2x4(x1x2 + x2 + 2) + x2 + x4 + 1)
x1 x22
,
L
Nf=2
−6,4,0,0 =
1
x31 x
4
2 x3 x4
(
x2
(
x3
(
x2
(
(x1 + 1)
2x2 + 2 x1 + 3
)
+ 3
)
+ x1x2 + x2 + 2
)
+ x3 + 1
)
(
x2
(
x4
(
x2
(
(x1 + 1)
2x2 + 2 x1 + 3
)
+ 3
)
+ x1x2 + x2 + 2
)
+ x4 + 1
)
. (7.44)
Similarly we can consider the following sequence of defects
• x3
}}
•LNf=20,−2,0,0
2
• x1 //// • x2
dd
yy• x4
bb
µ4313424321
=⇒
• x3
}}
2 // •LNf=20,−2,2,2
2
• x1 //// • x2
dd
yy• x4
bb 2
CC
µ4313424321
=⇒
• x3
}}
•LNf=2−4,2,0,0
4
uu• x1 //// • x2
dd
yy
2
OO
• x4
bb
µ4313424321
=⇒
• x3
}}
2 // •LNf=2−4,2,0,2
4
uu• x1 //// • x2
dd
yy
2
OO
• x4
bb 2
CC
.(7.45)
To these line defects we associate the following generating functions
L
Nf=2
0,−2,0,0 =
(1 + x3)(1 + x4)
x2 x3 x4
,
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L
Nf=2
0,−2,2,2 =
(x2x3 + x3 + 1)(x2x4 + x4 + 1)
x2
,
L
Nf=2
−4,2,0,0 =
(x2x3(x1x2 + x2 + 2) + x2 + x3 + 1)(x2x4(x1x2 + x2 + 2) + x2 + x4 + 1)
x21 x
3
2 x3 x4
,
L
Nf=2
−4,2,2,2 =
1
x21 x
3
2
(
x2
(
x3
(
x2
(
(x1 + 1)
2x2 + 2 x1 + 3
)
+ 3
)
+ x1x2 + x2 + 2
)
+ x3 + 1
)
(
x2
(
x4
(
x2
(
(x1 + 1)
2x2 + 2 x1 + 3
)
+ 3
)
+ x1x2 + x2 + 2
)
+ x4 + 1
)
, (7.46)
where the first one has been computed directly by using the rules of Section 4.3, from the
Leavitt path algebra element(
eY a
−1
γ4Y
eγ4a
−1
γ2γ4eγ2aγ2γ3eγ3aγ3GeG , eGa
−1
γ4G
eγ4a
−1
γ2γ4eγ2aγ2γ3eγ3aγ3Y eY
)
, (7.47)
and the other have been generated using the operator mutx1x2x3x4x2x4x3x1x3x4,+ iteratively.
As in the previous case, we find a mutation orbit with two elements
• x3
}}
•LNf=20,0,−1,0oo
• x1 //// • x2
dd
yy• x4
bb
µ4313424321
=⇒
• x3
}}
// •LNf=20,0,1,0
• x1 //// • x2
cc
yy• x4
bb
, (7.48)
with generating functions
L
Nf=2
0,0,−1,0 =
1√
x1 x2 x3
,
L
Nf=2
0,0,1,0 =
√
x1 x2 x3 . (7.49)
This time, arguing purely from the symmetries of the quiver, we can conjecture the exis-
tence of a second mutation orbit with two elements
• x3
}}
•LNf=20,0,0,−1

• x1 //// • x2
dd
yy• x4
bb
µ4313424321
=⇒
• x3
}}
•LNf=20,0,0,1
• x1 //// • x2
cc
yy• x4
bb
CC
, (7.50)
with spectra
L
Nf=2
0,0,0,−1 =
1√
x1 x2 x4
,
L
Nf=2
0,0,0,1 =
√
x1 x2 x4 . (7.51)
A direct computation confirms that it is so. It is interesting that we can guess the framed
BPS spectrum of new line defects solely from the symmetries of the framed quiver.
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8 Gluing and surgery with line defects
So far we have discussed two algebraic formalisms to study line defects in a given quantum
field theory, via extended and framed BPS quivers. Now we would like to change our
perspective and investigate what happens to defects when we change the underlying theory,
for example by coupling it with another quantum field theory, or decoupling it from a
subsystem, or simply gauging some flavor symmetry. Indeed all these operations, and
others, have a simple interpretation in term of quiver “cut and join” rules, at least for
complete theories [7]. In this Section we will investigate certain gluing and surgery rules in
the case where the quantum field theories are defined with line defects. Indeed, we expect
the behavior of defects to be “functorial” in an appropriate sense [58]; we expect the rules
we will find in this Section to be part of a broader categorical picture.
8.1 Gluing defects via extended and framed quivers
So far we have studied quantum field theories which admit a BPS quiver description and
investigated the consequences of this description on the framed BPS spectrum. The BPS
quiver, or the equivalent triangulation of the curve C whenever available, gives also a rather
elegant description of the physical processes of coupling together various subsystems or
taking decoupling limits [4, 7]. For example an arc of a triangulation passing through a
puncture corresponding to a mass parameter, and dividing a curve Cg,n in two, can be
removed disconnecting the curve into two separate curves. This surgery is the topological
description of the process of decoupling the flavor BPS state by sending its mass to infinity.
The algebraic counterpart is obtained by removing a single node from a quiver, resulting in
two disconnected quivers. Similarly the inverse process describes two distinct subsystems
which are coupled via a massive flavor particle; physically, adding a new BPS state whose
charge is the only one having non vanishing pairing with other charges from either of
the two subsystems. Other more complicate surgeries are possible. If one is given two
N = 2 quantum field theories such that the corresponding curves have both a self-folded
triangle (up to mutation equivalence), then the two curves can be glued together: firstly
one removes the self-folded triangles leaving two boundaries with a marked point on each,
and then joins the two curves with an annulus ending on those two boundaries. As we have
seen the annulus with a puncture on each boundary describes an SU(2) gauge theory, and
the whole gluing process corresponds to coupling the two original field theories by gauging
their two SU(2) global symmetries [7].
In summary the description of supersymmetric quantum field theories in terms of Riemann
surfaces or quivers gives as a byproduct a set of simple graphical rules to couple two
systems, which corresponds to a set of gluing rules for the respecting quivers. Similarly it
is easy to study the decoupling process, which corresponds to cutting or splitting Riemann
surfaces. It is an interesting problem to explore how these rules are generalized for quantum
field theories in the presence of line defects; this means study surgery or gluing rules for
Riemann surfaces with laminations, and the equivalent procedure on the extended and
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framed quivers. Naturally, if we have two distinct quantum field theories and we couple
them in one of the ways outlined above, we expect the set of line defects of the new theory
to contain the set of defects of the two subsystems in some limit (although their framed
BPS spectra may change). Indeed by consistency it should always be possible to recover
either set by the inverse decoupling procedure. But the new quantum field theory will
allow also new type of line defects, associated for example to the new particles added in
the spectrum or to the gauged symmetries. From the framed BPS spectrum point of view,
since the new states exist as one particles states, in principle they can also bound to new
line operators. This is easy to understand graphically, since gluing together two Riemann
surfaces allows for the possibility of new laminations starting from one surface and ending
on the other. We would like to give a more algebraic description, in terms of (framed)
BPS quivers. We will do so in a few cases, without any pretension at being exhaustive. In
particular we will focus on Riemann surfaces with boundary, whose associated quantum
field theories are asymptotically free, or conformal Argyres-Douglas models.
Consider now two Riemann surfaces with boundaries. They correspond to two distinct
supersymmetric field theories. Their respective BPS quivers are obtained from an ideal
triangulation. The two quantum field theories can be coupled by gluing together the two
curves. A generic gluing prescription was devised in [8]. The idea is to glue two boundary
components of the two surfaces as two sides of a triangle. To be more definite call Q(1) and
Q(2) the relevant quivers and denote with Q˜(1) and Q˜(2) their extended quivers. Consider
two nodes in the extended set a ∈ B(1)0 and b ∈ B(2)0 . Then the respective boundary edges
can be glued as two sides of a triangle whose third side we will denote by c. In quiver
language
◦ c
||
Q(1) a • // • b
aa
Q(2)
. (8.1)
Note the both a and b are now ordinary nodes of the glued quiver Q(1) ⊕ba Q(2) while c is
an extended node. The notation Q(1)⊕ba Q(2) for the glued quiver stresses the fact that the
gluing is done according to (8.1). This gluing rule guarantees that if Q(1) and Q(2) have
finite chambers, also Q(1) ⊕ba Q(2) has a finite chamber. In [8] this gluing was broken down
to the reiteration and composition of four minimal operation. Topologically these minimal
operations correspond to adding a marked point, adding a puncture, adding a boundary
component or increasing the genus of a given Riemann surface. We will discuss them in
Section 8.2 and for the moment restrict ourselves to the general abstract case.
We wish to understand what happens when the Riemann surfaces are equipped with a line
defect. Assume that two multi laminations are given, L(1) on C(1) and L(2) on C(2). The
only three relevant cases are when or L(1) ends at the boundary segment a, or L(2) ends at
the boundary segment b, or both happen; if none of these happens then there is simply no
gluing of defects to be considered. Indeed if we have a quantum field theory characterized
by a set of line defects and we couple it to another system, for example by adding matter
or by gauging symmetries, there will be defects which remain unaffected by the coupling.
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Defects of this sort are represented by laminations on the curve C which are not involved
in the gluing process. Physically they correspond to line defects which do not bound to
the new BPS states introduced by the coupling with another quantum field theory. Such
a bound could be for example forbidden by certain symmetries or energetically disfavored.
Note however that these arguments strictly speaking only apply in the chamber where the
gluing is made and that the situation becomes quite complicated when one is free to tune
all the parameters of the theory.
To simplify our construction we will assume that the gluing is made in a chamber where
both Q(1) and Q(2) have a finite spectrum consisting of finitely many hypermultiplets with
multiplicity one. We will consider now the gluing exemplified in (8.1) both from the point
of view of the paths on the extended quiver, which is a straightforward rendering of the
laminations on the Riemann surface C, and from the point of view of the framed quivers.
For simplicity we will consider one defect at the time, consisting of a lamination made of
two paths, each with multiplicity one, and ending at the same boundary (the weight at
the boundary is cancelled by a special curve; we will not discuss special curves since they
can be safely removed and reinstated as necessary). More general cases can be treated
similarly. Furthermore when drawing the quivers, we will draw only one arrow between
Q(1) and Q(2) and the nodes a and b: the arrows connecting a with the node in Q(1) which
corresponds to the last edge of the triangulation crossed by the lamination before arriving
at the edge represented by a (and similarly for b and Q(2)). The framing depends on the
orientation of this arrow. In general other arrows will be present but we omit them for
simplicity, confident that no confusion should arise. Similarly we will not draw the arrows
connecting Q(1) and Q(2) with the framing node, even if in general they will be present; we
will only draw the new arrows connecting the framing node with a or b. Let us consider
the following cases in turn:
(a) The lamination L(1) on C(1) ends on the boundary node a while no lamination ends
on the boundary node b. There is no lamination on C(2). The node a is a boundary
node of Q(1) but an internal node of the glued quiver Q(1) ⊕ba Q(2). Therefore if we
want the gluing of the line operator to be consistent, the path ending at a of Q(1)
must now end at the boundary node c (since no lamination is allowed on C(2) by
assumption). We illustrate this in figure 10, where we draw both the extended quiver
and the framed quiver. Note that the framed BPS spectrum associated with the
defect will depend on the direction of the arrow joining the quiver Q(1) with the node
called a in (8.1). Depending on this direction the lamination can pass through a sink
or through a simple arrow concatenation, affecting or not the framing node. Note
that there can be other arrows connecting the framing node with the quiver Q(1)
which are associated with the particular form of L(1) on Q(1); as we have already
said, these are omitted from the drawing for simplicity.
(b) The lamination L(2) on C(2) ends on the boundary node b while no lamination ends
on the boundary node a. This case is similar to case (a), with the role played by
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Q(1) Q(2)
Q(1) Q(2)
Q(1) Q(2)
Q(1) Q(2)
L
Q(1) Q(2)
Q(1) Q(2) Q(1) Q(2)
Case (a)
Case (b)
Q(1) Q(2)
L
Figure 10. Gluing line operators in cases (a) and (b) and their framed quivers. We draw only
the arrows and paths involved in the gluing. On the left are shown the extended quivers equipped
with paths, while on the right the relevant framed quivers. The framing node in general will be
connected with Q(1) or Q(2) by several arrows independently on the gluing process. We omit these
arrows and only show the new ones, if any, introduced during the gluing.
the quiver Q(1) and Q(2) interchanged. The differences are illustrated in figure 10.
Now the only contribution to the framing comes from the case where the arrows are
oriented to form a source at the relevant node.
(c) The lamination L(1) on C(1) ends on the boundary node a and the lamination L(2) on
C(2) ends on the boundary node b. In this case the two laminations have to be glued
together, otherwise there would be an intersection6. There are two ways of doing so,
by gluing all the curves together (Case c1) or by letting some end on the boundary
(Case c2). Examples of the relevant paths on the extended quivers and their framed
quiver counterpart are drawn in figures 11 and 12. Note that for the gluing to be
possible it is necessary that each curve has the same multiplicity. We exclude the
case when one of the lamination is glued back to itself, since it would be possible to
further contract it back to its original curve of provenience.
6To be clear, it is certainly possible that a lamination on C(1) gets extended in the interior of C(2). How-
ever this case is topologically (but not physically) equivalent to the case where two independent laminations
on C(1) and C(2) are glued together. In other words for classification purposes we do not need to consider
it as a separate case.
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Q(1) Q(2)
Q(1) Q(2)
Q(1) Q(2)
Q(1) Q(2)
L
Q(1) Q(2)
Q(1) Q(2) Q(1) Q(2)
Q(1) Q(2)
L
LCase (c1)
Figure 11. Gluing line operators in case (c1) and their framed quivers. As before we only show
the new arrows connecting the framing node which are induced by the gluing. We assume the
multiplicities of the curves to be the same and for simplicity omit them.
Q(1) Q(2)
Q(1) Q(2)
Q(1) Q(2)
Q(1) Q(2)
L
Q(1) Q(2)
Q(1) Q(2) Q(1) Q(2)
Q(1) Q(2)
L
LCase (c2)
L
Figure 12. Gluing line operators in case (c2) and their framed quivers. The same specifications of
figure 11 apply.
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8.2 Line defects and surgery on surfaces with boundary
We will now show some elementary examples of surgeries of curves with laminations. In
this section we will assume that a certain surface C with boundary is given together with an
ideal triangulation and the associated quiver Q. The associated gauge theories are complete
and furthermore the associated BPS quiver contains a chamber with a finite number of BPS
hypermultiplets. Theories associated with Riemann surfaces with boundaries correspond to
asymptotically free theories with gauge group a product of SU(2), or to conformal Argyres-
Douglas theories. There is a set of elementary operations using which one can construct
a different surface that still has a finite BPS chamber. These operations were studied in
[8]. A surface with boundary is characterized by its genus g, the number of punctures n
and the number of boundary components b each with ci ≥ 1 marked points, i = 1, . . . , b.
Given such a surface we can construct another one by the following operations: by adding
a marked point to a boundary component, by adding a puncture, by adding a boundary
component with a marked point and by increasing the genus. To each of these operations
there is associated a quiver gluing rule [8].
We will now extend these rules to the case when there is a lamination on the surface C.
Again the only relevant case is when the lamination is somewhat involved in the surgery
process. The case where the lamination does not pass through the boundary involved in
the surgery and is only a spectator is trivial and will not be considered. We will show how
framed BPS quivers behave under these gluing rules with a series of examples. To simplify
the rules we will assume that there is a single lamination L on C and that only two paths
intersect the boundary segment upon which we perform the surgery, each with multiplicity
one. Furthermore we will only consider the case where both paths arrive at the boundary
component after having crossed the same edge, which precedes or follows the boundary
segment in clockwise direction. Locally the quiver Q will look like
Q −→ • a , or Q←− • a , (8.2)
where a is the node of the quiver corresponding to the boundary segment on which we
perform the surgery (and therefore is a boundary node for Q but an internal node for the
quiver resulting from the surgery). We only draw the arrow connecting a with the node
of Q corresponding to the edge of the triangulation last crossed by the lamination before
arriving to the edge corresponding to a. There could be other arrows from a to other nodes
of Q, but we will not show them explicitly to simplify the drawings. Of course other cases
are possible: for example the two paths might come from two distinct internal edges, or
the lamination might consists of more that two paths. All these cases can be dealt with
with obvious modifications of the formalism and we will leave them to the reader.
Adding a marked point
The first example we will consider is when we add a single marked point to a boundary
component of Cg,n,b,c. Let us consider a boundary segment labelled by bi, with ci marked
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points. We increase the number of marked points by one, that is ci −→ ci + 1. This is
equivalent to gluing an unpunctured triangle to the boundary edge a, located between two
marked points of bi. Now the boundary edge a becomes an internal edge of the new quiver.
Since we have glued a triangle to the boundary edge, a lamination crossing a has only two
possibilities: it can end on the boundary edge on its left or on the one on its right. We do
not consider the case where the lamination is glued back to itself, since at least a part of it
would become contractible. The possible cases, within the aforementioned conditions, and
their description in terms of framed quivers are shown in figure 13. We omit special curves
from the discussion, which are however needed to ensure that the sum of the weights of all
the paths ending at the same boundary edge is zero.
Q
Q
Q
L
Q
L
Q
L
Q
L
aa
aa
a
a
Figure 13. Adding a marked point.
Adding a puncture
Consider now adding a puncture to Cg,n,b,c. The new curve is of the form Cg,n+1,b,c and
in particular the field theory has an extra flavor charge by (2.21). In the language of the
previous section Q(2) corresponds to a once-punctured monogon whose boundary edge is b.
This corresponds to a triangulation with a self-folded triangle. As discussed in Appendix
A, this is not a problem, since the rules to determine the shear coordinates extend to
triangulations with self-folded triangles (and more generically to tagged triangulations).
However it is simpler to dispose of the self-folded triangle by flipping the edge corresponding
to b. Indeed it is always possible to reduce a triangulation with self-folded triangles to a
triangulation without [49]. The relevant cases and their associated framed quivers are
drawn in figure 14. Note that in this case it is possible to glue the lamination back to
itself without producing a contractible path. As is shown in the last case of figure 14, the
path in the lamination now encircles the new puncture. This is the only case qualitatively
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Figure 14. Adding a puncture. For simplicity we only consider the case where the paths have
multiplicity +1.
different from the previous gluing, due to the fact that Cg,n+1,b,c has a more complicated
topology allowing for new non trivial homotopy paths.
Adding a boundary component
To add a boundary component one can glue to the original curve Cg,n,b,c an annulus with
one marked point on each boundary component. In this case the quiver Q(2) is the quiver
representing the annulus. One of the boundary segments b of the annulus will become an
internal vertex of the new quiver, while the other boundary segment will become the new
boundary edge. The resulting curve Cg,n,b+1,c′ has indeed b+ 1 boundary components and
the newly added one has a marked point. As in the previous case, now it is possible for
a path in a lamination to circle the new boundary and go back to the quiver Q(1). The
qualitatively new feature is that now there are new open laminations which can end on
the new boundary edge. We exemplify few cases in figure 15, for the case where all the
laminations have multiplicity +1.
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Figure 15. Adding a boundary component. Now Q(2) is an annulus with one marked point in
each boundary. The boundary b is now an internal node of the new quiver. Note that one can see
a new SU(2) sector corresponding to the annulus (and whose edges are not labelled). This case is
topologically much richer, allowing for paths encircling or ending on the new boundary.
Increasing the genus
To increase the genus by one unit we add to Cg,n,b,c a torus with one boundary component
with a single marked point. In this case the torus is Q(2) and the boundary component
is the edge b folded on itself. The new curve has the form Cg+1,n,b,c. Adding a torus has
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added two generators to the homology of C. Correspondingly the new set of laminations is
quite complicated and involves curves winding along one of the new homology generators.
The framed BPS quivers are shown in figure 16, where we only draw the torus with its
boundary b which has to be glued to Q. Again we only consider paths with multiplicity +1,
which can however wind an indefinite number of time along the two non-trivial homology
cycles of the torus.
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Figure 16. Increasing the genus by adding a torus with one boundary component with a single
marked point. In the figure of the curve we only draw the torus with boundary. Conventionally we
let the path wind along one of the homology cycle of the torus l times in the last two figures.
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8.3 Argyres-Douglas, again
Finally we put all that we have learned to good use in a simple example. We will now
take a line defect in the Argyres-Douglas superconformal theory of type A2 and use it to
generate new defects in the A4 theory. We are actually going to consider the most simple
case available. We pick the line defect L5
• L5
yy yy
γ2 • • γ1oo
, (8.3)
which we have already discussed in Sections 5.3 and 4.3. If we label y˜γ2 = y and y˜γ1 = x,
then L A25 =
1
y . We can use the quiver gluing rules of [7, 8] to obtain the A4 theory, whose
BPS quiver we take to be
y • • xoo u •oo • voo , (8.4)
in the appropriate chamber. From the rules of Section 8.1 and 8.2, we see that there exists
a defect
• LA45
zz zz
y • • xoo u •oo • voo
, (8.5)
with the property L A45 =
1
y . Indeed in this case the gluing rules are trivial, since the
lamination does not take part in the gluing. Equivalently, the relevant Leavitt path algebra
elements only involve the node y, before and after the gluing. We can however start
generating new line defects using quiver mutations. Since the theory is complete, we
can pick a stability condition corresponding to the mutation sequence µy x u v and start to
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generate new framed quivers:
• LA45
 
y • • xoo u •oo • voo
µy x u v
=⇒
• LA46
 
y •
AAAA
• xoo u •oo • voo
(8.6)
µy x u v
=⇒
• LA47
 
y • • x
BBBB
oo u •oo • voo
µy x u v
=⇒
• LA48
 
y • • xoo u •
AAAA
oo • voo
(8.7)
µy x u v
=⇒
• LA49
y • • xoo u •oo • voo
\\\\ µy x u v
=⇒
• LA410
 
y • • xoo u •oo • voo
(8.8)
µy x u v
=⇒
• LA411
y •
AAAA
• xoo u •oo • voo
(8.9)
The framed spectrum will now be given applying iteratively the operator mutv u x y,+
L A46 = mutv u x y,+L
A4
5 =
1
x
+
y
x
+ y (8.10)
L A47 = mutv u x y,+L
A4
6 =
1
u
+
x
u
+ x (8.11)
L A48 = mutv u x y,+L
A4
7 = u +
1
v
+
u
v
(8.12)
L A49 = mutv u x y,+L
A4
8 = v (8.13)
L A410 = mutv u x y,+L
A4
9 =
1
x y u v
+
1
x u v
+
1
u v
+
1
v
(8.14)
L A411 = mutv u x y,+L
A4
10 = y + x y + u x y + u v x y (8.15)
Remarkably starting from a defect in a known quantum field theory, we have obtained new
defects in a new quantum field theory (the fact that both theories are complete is here cru-
cial). We have shown this only in a simple example, but the method is completely general
and gives a new strategy to find line defects and determine their framed degeneracies. If
we can find a defect which is not involved in the gluing process, this method gives a very
efficient tool to study new defects in the new theory by using quiver mutations.
Overall a clever combination of the techniques developed so far, extended and framed
quivers and the respective gluing rules, give a rather powerful formalism to compute framed
BPS spectra.
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9 Discussion
In this paper we have provided an algebraic perspective in terms of quivers and certain
algebras on line defects in supersymmetric field theories, especially in connection with
their geometrical description in terms of laminations in Teichmu¨ller theory [27]. Certain
aspects of this algebraic perspective are rather powerful and in particular give rise to easily
implementable algorithms. The price to be paid is a loss of geometrical intuition. While this
is expected on general grounds, we have encountered many tricky combinatorial problems;
the approach we have taken is to proceed on a case by case analysis, and leave more general
classification problems for future work. This paper roughly speaking is divided into three
main parts. Let us in turn summarize the results obtained.
Given a line defect, represented as a lamination on a curve C, we can construct certain
elements of the Leavitt path algebra of the associated extended BPS quiver. Out of these
elements we can compute the framed BPS spectrum directly with a set of matrix rules.
This method is a direct translation in the quiver context of the techniques exploited in [27].
However in the process we have discovered an interesting connection between laminations in
Teichmu¨ller theory and Leavitt algebras associated with extended quivers. Our definition of
the Leavitt path algebra is slightly different from the one usually found in the literature, as
we had to include extra elements, namely doubling the boundary nodes, to accommodate
for all kinds of line defects. On the extended quiver we can identify a series of paths
associated with a lamination, determine the corresponding Leavitt path algebra elements
and from them compute the framed BPS spectrum.
Using the theory of quantum cluster algebras we have devised an algorithm which con-
structs new line defects from known ones. The algorithm is based on a rule which as-
sociates to a lamination a series of shear coordinates. These coordinates can be used to
frame the BPS quiver, by adding a new node corresponding to a line defect: the structure
of the arrows connecting the framing node with the BPS quiver is determined by the shear
coordinates. The framed BPS quiver transforms nicely under quiver mutations, meaning
that the shear coordinates transform with the same rules as the adjacency matrix of the
quiver. In particular if we find a sequence of quiver mutations such that the BPS quiver
goes back to itself, but the framed BPS quiver does not, we have generated a new line
defect. Not only that, but it is even possible to compute its framed BPS spectrum from
the line defect we started with. This is done by associating a set of variables {y˜γ} to the
nodes of the unframed BPS quiver, which are commutative limits of quantum cluster vari-
ables. From the sequence µ of quiver mutations used to determine the new line defects,
we have constructed an operator mutµ which gives the framed BPS spectrum of the new
line defect. More formally our approach constructs line defects out of coefficients of cluster
algebras, selecting among all the cluster variables the appropriate ones and combinations
thereof which are physical (respect the positivity property). Line defects come in families,
which we have dubbed mutation orbits, obtained by applying mutation sequences on a
given starting defect. Certain orbits have only one element, others have infinite elements;
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the ones with finite elements exhibit a periodicity property inherited by the underlying
cluster algebra. From a representative of the orbit we can in principle reconstruct all the
others via the mutation algorithm.
Finally we have given a series of graphical rules to perform surgery and gluing of line defects
between different theories, as operations on the framed BPS quivers. These operations
generalize to the case of line defects the construction of [7, 8]. In general gluing and
surgery operations on the curve C can be used to classify complete supersymmetric theories
by iterating certain operations, such as coupling or gauging. These operations correspond
to a series of quiver gluing rules starting from elementary building blocks, which were used
in the classification of mutation finite quivers [49]. We have discussed how a certain set
of gluing rules naturally extends to curves C with line defects and to framed BPS quivers.
These rules turn out to be combinatorially more involved, due to the large number of cases
which are possible. However, limiting ourselves to elementary line defects, we have obtained
a simple set of rules. These gluing rules, combined with the aforementioned approaches
to compute framed BPS spectra, give us a tool to compute new framed spectra in new
quantum field theories, starting from a line defect in a given quantum field theory. We
have exemplified this in a simple case, and hope to return to this method in the future for
more complicated quantum field theories.
In this paper we have made no attempt in classifying defects or in exploring systematically
the results aforementioned; we have taken a more pragmatic approach and applied our
formalism to a series of examples. Some of these computations reproduce known results
in the literature; others are new. We hope to return to a more systematic study in a
following publication. In particular it would be very interesting to give a set of necessary
and sufficient conditions on a framing for it to correspond to a physical line defect.
Recently other works have appeared using algebraic methods to study line defects. In [31],
framed BPS quivers were derived using geometric engineering for magnetic line defects.
A careful analysis of framed stability conditions allows the computation of generalized
Donaldson-Thomas invariants associated with the framed quivers and their identification
with the framed BPS states. It is possible that similar representation theory techniques
can be adapted to the formalism used in this paper and it would be interesting to make the
connection more precise. In [32] cluster algebras were used as well to study line defects.
Our approach is very similar but, in a sense, complementary. The characterization of
line defects in [32] uses tropical coordinates and X cluster variables, while we use shear
coordinates and coefficient y cluster variables. Needless to say, it would be quite interesting
to connect both approaches more in detail; we leave this problems for the future.
In our approach the generating functions of framed degeneracies corresponding to simple
defects are written in terms of certain cluster variables. Which cluster variables have
the right to appear in the generating function of a physical line defect is determined by a
certain sequence of mutations. Undoubtedly, this is connected with the periodicity property
of cluster algebras and with the Laurent phenomenon; yet this connection should be made
more precise. Furthermore there is clearly a relation between formal line operators and
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quantum cluster algebras, which we have observed only implicitly in Section 5.4 and which
deserves to be investigated further. Another interesting aspect of defects that we haven’t
considered is the study of their algebras. Line defects can be multiplied and this operation
characterized by a set of fusion coefficients [27, 43, 45]. It would be very interesting to
recast this statement as certain operations on the framed quivers.
In this paper we have only considered complete theories. Yet, precisely as for BPS quivers,
the framing procedure is more general. Unfortunately, if the theory is not engineered from
a curve C, we do not have any algebraic intuition on how to attach a specific framing to a
given defect. It is possible that our algebraic gluing rules could be used to construct line
defects in non complete theories, or at least as a starting point. In general it would be
interesting to apply our formalism to other quiver models, such as those studied in [17–23],
for which very few results on defects are available.
There are two other important aspects of line defects that we haven’t considered: their
connection with the geometry of the Hitchin systems, and their categorification. We believe
for example that the gluing rules we have discussed could play a role in constructing the
appropriate morphisms in higher categories [58]. It would also be quite interesting to
extend the categorical methods of [59] to line defects.
Finally this paper, together with its companion [39], is part of a more broad project which
aims to understand the modifications to Donaldson-Thomas theory induced by defects.
Also there, in certain simple cases, we found a connection between defects and quivers
(namely between representations of a certain quiver and moduli of parabolic sheaves corre-
sponding to certain divisor defects). It seems likely that this connection is quite general. In
particular it would be interesting to study the necessary modifications on the BPS quivers
to incorporate surface defects, using quiver methods to recover the results of [60]. We hope
to return to all of these issues soon.
Note added: Another open issue to clarify is the relation between our algorithms and
representation theory. In this paper the framed BPS degeneracies are not derived from
the representation theory of our framed quivers. Indeed a direct representation theory
analysis of our quivers would give the wrong result in many cases, for example already
in the Argyres-Douglas cases studied in Sections 5 and 6. The reason for this is that
our framed quivers are constructed out of the shear coordinates on the UV curve C; the
framing node does not correspond (directly) to any charge associated with the line defects
(for example by thinking of the line defect as an infinitely heavy dyon) but is constructed
in terms of local data on C. The advantage of using the shear coordinates is that they
behave nicely under mutations. Once the generating functional associated with a framed
quiver is known (for example computed via the connection with Leavitt path algebras)
all the generating functionals in its mutation class can be computed explicitly using the
mutation operators of Section 5. Similarly cutting and surgery rules are described rather
easily in terms of shear coordinates. Recently a different proposal was made in [61] to
characterize line defects using framed quivers. In their proposal the framing is obtained
in terms of IR data using the defect renormalization group flow map. As a consequence it
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has a more clear physical meaning, and the corresponding techniques to derive the framed
BPS spectra are more directly related to representation theory.
A simple connection between the two proposals could be obtained as follows: once the
generating functionals have been computed using our algorithms, one can easily obtain an
IR label for the line defect using the renormalization group flow map of [61]. A preliminary
analysis of the Argyres-Douglas quivers of Sections 5 and 6 reveals that this operation
precisely reproduces the quivers of [61]. It remains to be seen if a general combinatorial
rule at the quiver level exists or not. In particular it would be very interesting to investigate
how the cutting and surgery rules of Section 8 extend to the quivers of [61].
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A Self-folded triangles
In all this paper we have assumed for simplicity that our triangulations do not include
self-folded triangles. In this Appendix we will briefly explain how to extend our results
to this case, referring the reader to the original literature for more details [49, 52]. To
deal with self-folded triangles it is useful to introduce the concept of tagged triangulation.
A tagged arc is obtained by considering an arc of the triangulation which does not cut
out a once punctured monogon, and tagging each of its ends. There are two ways to
tag an end, plain or notched. The only restrictions are that the endpoints ending on the
boundary must be tagged plain, and both ends of a loop must be tagged in the same way.
Upon imposing appropriate compatibility conditions on the arcs, one can define a tagged
triangulation.
In particular, an ordinary triangulation can be seen as a tagged triangulation by mapping
the ordinary arcs into tagged arcs. If an ordinary arc does not cut out a once-punctured
monogon, then it can be represented by a tagged arc, both ends of which are tagged plain.
On the other hand, if the ordinary arc cuts out a once-punctured monogon it can be
replaced by a tagged arc as follows. The ordinary arc is a loop based at some marked
point. We replace it with an arc connecting the marked point with the puncture inside the
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monogon, tagged plain at the marked point and notched at the puncture. The notion of
flip extends to tagged triangulations, by simply replacing a tagged arc by a different tagged
arc. In particular one can define a signed adjacency matrix for any tagged triangulation,
which transforms with a mutation upon flipping a tagged arc. Indeed adjacency matrices
for tagged triangulation are defined precisely by consistency with mutations starting from
an ordinary triangulation.
What makes tagged triangulations useful in our formalism, is that the shear coordinates
of a lamination (and therefore the framing of a BPS quiver) can be extended also to the
tagged case. Here we quote Definition 13.1 of [52]. Shear coordinates are uniquely defined
by the rules
• Consider two tagged triangulations T1 and T2 which coincide, except that at a certain
puncture p the tags of the arcs in T1 are all different from the tags of the arcs
of T2 at the same puncture p. Suppose also that we have two lamination L1 and
L2, which coincide except for the fact that each curve in L1 which spirals into p
is replaced in L2 by a curve which spirals into p in the opposite direction. Then
bγ1(T1,L1) = bγ2(T2,L2) for each tagged arc γ1 ∈ T1 and its counterpart γ2 ∈ T2.
• By applying appropriate tag-changing transformations we can convert any tagged
triangulation into a tagged triangulation not containing any notches, except maybe
inside once-punctured digons. This triangulation corresponds to an ordinary trian-
gulation. Then if an arc is not contained inside a self-folded triangle, we define the
shear coordinate as usual, as the shear coordinate of the corresponding arc in the
ordinary triangulation. If it is inside a self-folded triangle enveloping a puncture p,
we can apply a tag-changing transformation at p as in the previous point, and then
determine the shear coordinate as the one of the corresponding ordinary arc.
In the paper we have used a more pragmatic approach, by mutating appropriately any
ordinary triangulation until it does not contain any self-folded triangle. Operationally,
this is more or less equivalent to the previous definition, by reducing the problem to the
definition of the shear coordinate with respect to an ordinary arc, and then requiring
consistent transformations under mutations.
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